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Mr. Donoghue,
 
Attached is a cover letter with documents responsive to your recent public records request.
 
Sincerely,
 
John D.G. Waszak, Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Vermont Attorney General – Criminal Division
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STATE OF VERMONT 


OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
109 STATE STREET 
MONTPELIER, VT 


05609-1001 


 
September 14, 2020 


 
Mike Donoghue 
Vermont News First 
By Electronic Mail: mdonoghue@smcvt.edu 
 
Re:  Public Records Request of August 21, 2020  
  
Dear Mr. Donoghue: 
 
 Attached, please find the following three redacted reports responsive to your previous 
request of August 21, 2020 and your ongoing conversations with Charity R. Clark, Chief of 
Staff of the Office of the Attorney General: 
 


• 20B102128 Investigative Actions Timeline (33 pages) 
• 20B102128 Supplemental Report 8-6-2020 (1 page) 
• 20B102128 Supplemental Report 8-10-2020 (1 page) 


Any redactions contained within the three documents are made pursuant to 1 V.S.A. § 
317(c)(5)(A)(iii) and (c)(5)(D).  
 
 To the extent you feel records have been wrongfully withheld, you may appeal to 
Deputy Attorney General Joshua Diamond. 
 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
      /s/ John D.G. Waszak 
      John D.G. Waszak 
      Assistant Attorney General 
 
Electronically Transmitted 
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integrity, my willingness to hold everyone accountable for their actions,  and 


to be thorough with whatever my assignment is,  later said he was more 


comfortable with me handling this case, now that he’s had a chance to meet 


me.   made it clear that it was his preference that he and  were not 


providing sworn recorded interviews until I reviewed the documents.  He 


suggested that after I see any evidence of time sheet fraud, we could discuss 


what he and  would provide to continue the investigation. 


 


 


•  did not deny and in fact he offered up his dislike for Chief   At 


one point he indicated toward his back yard with a hand gesture and 


commented about there being a hole for   I took that statement to be a 


spontaneous representation of his dislike and not an actual threat.  He 


provided brief descriptions of times that he was wronged by  and felt 


 was unethical with reporting his time and overtime.  He mentioned 


times that he felt wronged by  when  worked at  PD.  


This included disciplinary measures  took against him, as well as 


behind the scenes actions  suspected  took to prevent him from 


being hired as a .   mentioned that  has driven past 


 home (which he clarified was NOT in the city of  or his 


regular patrol area) and  would stare  down.  At one point while 


talking to me,  said that  


(  and ).  He indicated toward a large folder of paperwork and told 


me that all of this was bringing back memories, and to me  seemed to 


hold back tears but re-gained his composure.  I told both  and  


multiple times that if this case were to progress, this information they were 


sharing with me, needs to be included in an affidavit they’d author, or sworn 


to in a recorded statement.   specified that he conducted the preliminary 


investigation which included review of city provided materials (time sheets 


and GHSP officer activity reports, which he then compared to radio log entries 


in Spillman).     


 


•  shared with me that he suspects back door dealings with  and city 


officials to undermine his department’s ability to secure contracts for town 


patrols.  He spoke with  about this, the discussion turned to  


knowledge or suspicion of  activity with timesheet and reporting 


overtime, specifically Governor’s Highway Safety (AKA click it or ticket 


overtime), which lead to their FOIA request for timesheet and related 


documents. 
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be an officer calls out a stop to dispatch, reports the vehicle’s plate and the 


stop location, which dispatch then logs as “OVIOL” or “TS”, and this entry 


then goes into that officer’s radio log.  I am unaware of a law requiring a 


police officer to take these actions.  However, due to the seemingly large 


inaccuracy reported by Sheriff  on this date, I chose to further 


investigate this GHSP activity to determine if Chief  reported 


enforcement action to GHSP that he did not actually accomplish during his 


overtime patrol.  GHSP forms, when submitted for review / approval / 


payment of overtime do not specify that the officer signing their name at the 


bottom is swearing to the truthful content of their report, so as I look into this, 


I am not sure if an inaccurately completed GHPS officer’s activity report is 


itself criminal in nature.   It may however lend to an overall picture of Chief 


 action. Nonetheless, I used Spillman to look up tickets and warnings 


entered into this system by or for Chief  for the full time period of 4-


27-2019.  In Spillman, it shows ticket #  was issued 4-19-2019.  The next 


sequential ticket (# ) was issued 4-29-2019.  Tickets are issued in 


batches of 10, all sequentially numbered within that batch.  According to 


Spillman records, there is no documentation of the 6 tickets he reported 


issuing on 4-27-2019.  If Chief  did write 6 tickets on 4-27-2019, they 


were from a different batch than the tickets issued before and after 4-27-2019, 


were never logged into Spillman and he did not call out his stops.  His radio 


history (documented as “ ”) shows him going off duty on 4-25-19 and 


signing back on, on 4-29-2019. There were no warnings entered into the 


Spillman system for this timeframe either.  It should be noted that the GHSP 


daily activity report does not specify “written warnings”, it combines “oral 


and written warnings”.  Failure to issue written warnings may be a violation 


of Fair and Impartial Policing (as race data tracking is mandatory and 


documented on written warnings) but is not a crime and not the focus of my 


investigation.  Within the documents provided to me by Sheriff  I 


located the officer’s activity report completed by Chief  on 4-27-2019 


indeed reports that he patrolled 11 miles during the 6 hours he worked.  His 


overtime rate was reported as $62.05 per hour for a total payment of $372.30 on 


this sheet.  The timesheet submitted that would pay for hours worked on 4-27-


2019 (PDF 10 Page 14), did not show any hours worked on that date (regular, 


grant, or otherwise).   A review of Chief  activity on 4-27-2019 leaves 


me with questions that I plan to address in a later interview with Chief 


 most importantly, why he submitted a GHSP officer’s activity report 


for 6 hours (which included his overtime rate of pay and total amount to be 


paid), and not put in for that overtime on 4-27-2019.  I determined that GHSP 


did not receive a copy of the 4-27-2019 activity sheet and  was NOT 
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paid overtime for these hours.  This matter is not considered fraudulent as pay 


data shows he was not paid overtime, nor did he submit this officer’s activity 


sheet to GHSP.  When interviewed and presented with documents related to 


4-27-2019, Chief  did not have a specific memory of this situation.   


  


 


• In PDF 12, pages 5-7 I noticed that the GHSP sheets have the top and bottom 


portions covered and cut off.  This consists of 3 sheets that do not show vital 


information such as timeframes and dates for overtime hours worked.  On 2 of 


these sheets (pages 5 and 7) just before the sheet is cut off, I can see that it lists 


the same starting mileage (34,397).  On page 8 the time sheet appears to have a 


sticker placed over part of it before being copied / scanned.  I was provided 


with a copy of the page 8 timesheet that was not covered with a sticker.  Under 


it, there is reference to 13.5 hours worked by  on a Saturday for an 


assault.  This does not appear to be fraudulent or suspicious.   


 


• In Sheriff  report to the AG, in paragraphs 35-39 (which were under 


the header “unprofessional conduct”, Sheriff  documents instances of 


radio log entries into Spillman that were not reflective of the hours reported 


on his timesheet.  I determined that this information may be relevant as it left 


me with unanswered questions about how many hours Chief  is paid 


by the city, if the city manager requires him to log his hours in Spillman (a 


computer program that the city manager would NOT have access to unless he 


himself was a police officer).  Although relevant, Chief  not being on 


point with his radio log entries is not itself criminal in nature and will not be 


a focus of my assigned investigation.  City Manager  later 


specified that Chief  is not required to log his whereabouts while on 


shift and is paid a salary for a 40-hour work week.    


 


• Paragraph 36, 37, 38, and 39 of Sheriff  report to the AG details 


inaccuracies when comparing timesheets submitted to the city by Chief 


 when comparing the hours reported to the Spillman radio log entries 


made for Chief   The city manager reported that Chief  is 


automatically paid for a 40-hour work week.  I know of no law that requires 


accurate Spillman entries, thus I see this situation and others like it to be an 


example of practices that are not ideal, of minimal relevance to a criminal 


investigation, and not itself criminal in nature.   


 


• I used the Spillman system to check the tickets and warnings issued by Chief 


 by going into the warning table, and looking up all traffic warnings 
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timeframe.  My review of the documentation of this date, raises questions for 


Chief   This was of concern to both Sheriff  and me.  I 


requested copies of tickets issued and submitted to the judicial bureau for 11-


22-2019 by  and was told there were none submitted to them.  


The absence of a ticket submitted to the judicial bureau, coupled with the 


other factors listed in this paragraph are concerning.  A pay sheet provided by 


City of  confirms that  was paid for 1.5 hours overtime 


during the pay period that included 11-22-2019 when he claimed 1.5 hours 


overtime.  His total payment was $80.15.   It was determined that  most 


likely worked GHSP the day prior, based on a stop within the timeframe for 


the same violation, and wrote the wrong date on his GHSP activity sheet, 


which lead to him requesting overtime on the wrong calendar day on his city 


timesheet.   


Sheriff  paragraph 42: 


• I began specifically looking at information and documents related to alleged 


misconduct on the part of Chief  in April / May 2019.   repeats 


what was written in paragraph 32, regarding the April 27th, 2019 hours not 


being submitted to the city for grant pay.  He reports seeing an officer’s 


activity report submitted for 3 hours of GHSP worked for a “press release” on 


4-11-2019 (PDF 10, Page 2).  I noticed that Chief  called this a “press 


conference” and did not put in for grant overtime on his timesheet for that 


date (PDF 10, Page 5).   He likely put in for these 3 hours on the following 


timesheet, where a 2 is crossed out and a 5 is in its place, as thoroughly 


discussed throughout this report.  I found a YouTube video of an interview 


with Chief  where a reported discussed drug abuse.  This was posted in 


June 2019, but I did not see a date that it was recorded.  When interviewed and 


presented with this situation, Chief  did not have a specific memory of 


this situation.   


 


•  I noticed that Chief  timesheet for pay period ending 5-4-2019 


showed 5 hours of GHSP overtime (PDF 12 Page 1) worked on 4-29-2019, 


however the officer’s activity sheet for that date showed he worked 1 hour 


0730 – 0830 (PDF 10 Page 15) and one other hour 1600-1700 (PDF 11, Page 1).  


The 5 hours reported as grant on his timesheet showed an unknown number 


(but probably a 2) was typed on the timesheet, then apparently crossed out by 


hand, with a “5” added in, and the total hours of grant work also crossed out, 


with a “5” handwritten in.  Chief  radio history shows 1 motor vehicle 


stop on 4-29-2019, more reflective of his officer’s activity sheet for 1- or 2-hours 


overtime, not his timesheet with the handwritten 5 hours.  His radio history 
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also shows he signed on that morning at 0714.  As stated above and thoroughly 


discussed in this report, it is likely that Chief  added the 3 hours from 


4-11-2019 to the following pay period on 4-29-2019.  He worked a total of 5 


hours GHSP in April, which was all he was paid for.      


•  


Sheriff  paragraph 41: 


• I began specifically looking at information and documents related to alleged 


misconduct on the part of Chief  in February 2019.  Sheriff  


compared the hours reported as being worked for the GHSP overtime on 2-14-


2019 and 2-15-2019 with the Spillman entries that document the times Chief 


 called out motor vehicle stops.  Sheriff  notes that all Chief 


 stops are not logged in his radio history as occurring within the 


timeframe of his hours worked on GHSP overtime.  Being that Chief  


is not required by law to maintain an accurate radio log, is paid for a 40-hour 


work week by default, and his radio history in general shows that he was 


conducting proactive motor vehicle enforcement on 2-14-19 and 2-15-2019; this 


activity does not appear to be fraudulent in nature.  This may however be an 


example of poor data reporting, a matter more appropriate to be addressed in 


a forum other than a criminal fraud investigation.  


 


• Also in Sheriff  paragraph 41, he explored a GHSP officer’s activity 


sheet for overtime worked on 2-16-2019 (PDF 8, Page 8).  It was reported that 


Chief  worked 3.5 hours on “briefing, scheduling, and paperwork”.  


Upon examining this sheet, I noticed that 2-17-2019 was the original date 


written on the activity sheet, then crossed out with “Per  Sat not Sun”.  


This appeared to be an error caught by   Sheriff  wrote 


in paragraph 41 that it does not take 3.5 hours to enter 6 tickets.  After review 


of this situation I felt that the ambiguously worded “briefing, scheduling, and 


paperwork” may encompass more than just ticket entry, and Chief  


may have used the 3.5 hours on his day off (this is a Saturday) to handle 


administrative aspects of the GHSP.  This activity does not appear to be 


fraudulent in nature.  This may however be an example of poor data 


reporting, a matter more appropriate to be addressed in a forum other than a 


criminal fraud investigation.  


 


•  In his final concern noted in paragraph 41, Sheriff  notes that the 


GHSP officer’s activity reports for 2/16, 21, and 22 “were all signed and dated 


on a different day than the day the report was made”.  I presume he intended to 


point out that these were signed on different dates than the reported hours 
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were worked, not necessarily the date Chief  completed the forms.  As I 


reviewed all officer’s activity reports in PDF 8, I concurred that the dates on 


the signature line were different than the date these hours were reported to 


have worked.  I also noticed this was the case for the activity report for hours 


worked on 2-14-2019 (PDF 8 page 3).  It is not uncommon to complete officer’s 


activity reports after the fact, based on my experience that includes working 


GHSP, filling out the sheets, as well as reviewing and approving timesheet 


packets that include other officer’s activity reports.  It would be my 


recommended practice to fill the sheets out on the same day as the hours 


worked, and I myself have strived to accomplish this.  The fact is, that the 


unpredictable nature of police work may pull the author of a GHSP officer’s 


activity report in another direction, causing them to re-visit filling out 


paperwork later.  It could even be concluded that Chief  was doing his 


best to accurately complete this daily activity report, by using the actual date 


he filled his sheets out, which was after the date of the hours he worked.  This 


activity does not appear to be fraudulent in nature.   


Sheriff  paragraph 40: 


• I began specifically looking at information and documents related to alleged 


misconduct on the part of Chief  in December 2018.  Sheriff  


wrote about an officer’s activity sheet for 12-7-2018 (PDF 6 Page 2) for 8 hours 


overtime.  I noticed that this form does exist, however the correlating 


timesheet for reporting hours worked on 12-7-2018 (PDF 6 Page 1) shows no 


hours reported in the “grant” section.  In the notes section for this date it says, 


“see attached GHSP sheet”.  Handwritten on the timesheet is “SAL 8 OT 


POED”.  Sheriff  concern with 12-7-18 was not that it wasn’t listed as 


grant hours worked on the timesheet, rather how Chief  radio log and 


ticket entries did not match up with his GHSP hours worked, bringing into 


question the accuracy of Chief  forms.  I reviewed Chief  


radio history and saw documentation of proactive motor vehicle work on that 


date.  Upon speaking with City Manager  later, I learned that 


Chief  is automatically paid for a 40-hour work week and is not 


required to accurately account for those 40 hours via the Spillman radio 


logging system.   identified POED as Police Outside Extra Duty, a 


common acronym entered by payroll.  Based on the presence of radio history 


that supports  stopping cars on that date, a form submitted for 8 hours 


overtime, and the likelihood that pay-roll wrote the notes allowing for the 8 


hours of pay, this does not appear to be fraudulent.   
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• Also, in paragraph 40, Sheriff  notes that Chief  reported 7.5 


hours of GHSP worked on 12-15-2018 “however no timesheet was reported”.  


Assuming Sheriff  was saying that there was no officer’s activity 


report provided to him, I checked and verified that Chief  timesheet 


did have 7.5 hours listed for grant (PDF 6, page 5).  There is a note on that date 


“GHSP”.  I also could not find a correlating officer’s activity report attached to 


the documents provided.  A check of Chief  radio history for that date 


shows he went on-duty at 1050 for a “traffic detail” and off-duty at 1747 hours.  


These times more closely reflect 7 hours of overtime worked, not 7.5, as also 


noted by Sheriff   The mere absence of an officer’s activity sheet is not 


criminal in nature.  In fact, it not an uncommon occurrence and as a timesheet 


approver I have noted and requested those that I supervise, to submit a 


forgotten sheet.  Upon further inquiry into 12-15-2018’s overtime (as well as 12-


14-18 which also had no officer’s activity sheet), I determined that city payroll 


had copies of officer’s activity sheets for both 12-14 and 12-15-2018.  This 


coupled with radio log entries that reflect proactive motor vehicle work, leads 


me to believe this is not fraudulent. 


 


Investigative Actions Timeline 


6-2-2020 


• I inquired with  regarding Chief  radio log entries, 


which I was researching by going into the CAD screen and entering “rh u 


”.  I was seeking  input as to other methods possibly used to 


document his radio transmissions other than his  call number.  She 


provided me the option of typing “radio” and subsequently searching with 


unit names, dates, times that way.  I briefly viewed Chief  radio 


history and noticed instances of his reporting off duty many hours after 


actually signing off, by noting that he was actually “42” at an earlier time.  I 


also noted that (in concert with tickets issued by him and logged into 


Spillman) Chief  has not shown any instances of motor vehicle stops 


called in, since November 2019.  Using the unit look up feature in “radio” 


screen, I searched for  showing several options.  I noted that an 


option for  is “ ” referred to as “  PD base station”.  


When I searched for “ ” I found 6 instances of “ ” conducting traffic 


stops, which were sometimes followed by a note that this was a dispatch error.   


6-3-2020 


• Upon my request, I was provided with a digital invitation for the 11-22-2019 


, which shows a start time of 10 AM.   
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6-4-2020 


• I inquired with the Judicial Bureau as to the process of requesting and 


receiving copies of tickets issued, by a certain officer within a certain 


timeframe.  I was told to send my request to JB operations manager  


  I sent her an e-mail request for tickets received at their office written 


by  for 4-27-2019 and 11-22-2019 


 


• I spoke with GHSP grant coordinator  who told me that he’d 


retrieve Chief  activity reports from 7-1-2018 through 12-31-2019, and 


provide information related to how many overtime hours he was paid.  


 


6-5-2020 


• I conducted a non-recorded phone conversation with City Manager  


 and there is a separate interview report on file with this case.  He 


offered to provide payroll information and paystubs to me.   


• After e-mailing him additional requests including seeking clarification on 4 
documents that appear to be redacted to some degree ( PDF 12 pages 5-8 ), and 
different codes written on his timesheet, I received a message back from 


  He clarified that he would seek the timesheet ( PDF 12 page 8 ) from 
his payroll department, in an effort to find a copy that did not have a sticker 
placed over it.  We decided that he would not seek copies of PDF 12 5-7, as he 
would need to ask for it from the police department, thus raising suspicion.  I 
agreed that I would seek these from GHSP.   provided a copy of PDF 
12, page 8 (  timesheet for week ending 5-25-19) that did not have a 
sticker.  Under the sticker it denoted overtime hours worked on a Saturday for 
13.5 hours for an assault.   I noticed “not GHSP” written on the version 
provided in the FOIA, as if to explain that the worked hours for the assault 
were not relevant to the FOIA request.   
 


•  addressed PDF 12 page 1 (with the number crossed off and replaced 
with 5), telling me “PDF 12: Page 1: I do not know what is with all the strike out and 
fill in of numbers. Most likely, the treasurer/payroll clerk made these edits. “S” and 
“POED” are pay codes that the payroll clerk would use, not  Most likely, there 
was ambiguity on the timesheet, the payroll clerk called  to clarify, and changes 
were made by the payroll clerk to the time card. Its hard for me to understand what 
happened here specifically though.” 
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•  identified “POED” as a payroll code (not written by  but by a 


payroll employee) as an acronym for Police Outside Extra Duty.   


6-8-2020 


• I asked  to help me determine if  was paid 


overtime for hours worked 11-22-2019 and 4-27-2019.  The November hours 


(1.5 from 1000-1130) are being questioned as Chief  was speaking at the 


 during this time frame however submitted a GHSP sheet 


claiming overtime and having written a traffic ticket.  Spillman and Judicial 


Bureau shows no record of this ticket being issued.  The April hours (4-27-


2019 1100-1700) are being questioned as the FOIA request yielded a GHSP 


officer’s activity report completed by Chief  that included his hours 


overtime rate and total amount of overtime, however a correlating timesheet 


shows he did not submit those overtime hours for pay on 4-27-2019.   


 


• I received three PDF’s from   One that showed  was paid for 


1.5 hours of overtime during the pay-period containing 11-22-2019, one that 


showed he was NOT paid for overtime during the pay-period that includes 4-


27-2019, and one PDF that included all pay information for his entire tenure at 


PD.   


 


 


• Using the full PDF of  prior pay information I determined that he 


was paid for 5 hours overtime during the pay-period that included 4-29-2019, 


the date he had an officer’s activity sheet for only one hour, and his timesheet 


had a number crossed out (likely a 2) with a “5” hand-written in.   


6-9-2020 


• Using the Spillman system, I wanted to compare the logged warnings and 


tickets for  PD officers other than Chief  to see if entries for 


tickets and warnings were reflective of just his activity or reflective of the 


entire agency.  For comparison I checked  (radio call number 


M , CAD officer number ), who I was told was in a full-time position 


with GHSP at  PD.  I saw that he had no warnings issued under his 


name, however had numerous tickets entered during the timeframe between 6-


1-2018 through 12-31-2019.   most recently entered VCVC as of 6-9-2020 


was 6-3-2020, and his most recent motor vehicle stop was 6-5-2020.  **Update 


regarding written warnings on 6-23-2020.  I ran written warnings in the 


Spillman system for  and it now shows many entered and up to 
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date.  It is unknown why I was unable to see these warnings when I searched 


on 6-9-2020.   


 


• I emailed  with follow-up questions related to his knowledge 


of PD documenting stops that do not result in tickets being entered, if they 


have an admin clerk, and if he talked to Chief  about working extra 


overtime details when  began working there in January 2020, as I 


noticed  POED stopped at the end of December 2019.   wrote 


back explaining that when he started with City of  he met with 


members of PD and the topic of GHSP was discussed, but the use of 


overtime was not a topic of conversation which he could recall.  He also told 


me that they have a part time admin clerk for paperwork.  He was not familiar 


with how PD enters or tracks warnings.      


 


 


• I contacted Captain Scott commander for VSP’s Fair and Impartial Policing 


with questions related to data tracking.  Captain Scott referred me to a website: 


http://www.crgvt.org/tsrd-downloads-838295-574074.html.  This shows data as 


recent as 2018 related to reporting of traffic stops.   PD was not 


“clickable” and there was an asterisk beside it, as were other agencies.  As per 


Captain Scott, I contacted    asking about the 


lack of data provided for agencies not clickable with an asterisk.  Captain Scott 


confirmed that violations of the statute related to compliance with race data 


tracking (20 VSA 2366 (e) (1) are not criminally enforced and referred to the 


Attorney General’s office.  Captain Scott also told me that there is no part of 


the law requiring a motor vehicle operator receive in hand, a written warning 


however all Vermont police agencies are required by this statute to somehow 


track enforcement actions taken when tickets are not issued.    


 


• From communicating with  and clicking around the large spreadsheet of 


data that contains municipal police departments such as  PD, I 


eventually determined that PD in fact has their warnings with race tracking 


data on record with the database.  2018 is the most current year available, and 


it shows 1441 total written warnings entered for PD in 2018.   


 


6-10-2020 


• I spoke with Lt. Eric Albright and was asked to expand the scope of my 


investigation to include all GHSP / overtime activity by Chief  for a 


two-year time period, thus beginning 6-1-2018 through to present time.  I 
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looked at PDF 1, page 1 of the documents provided to me by Sheriff  


and found that it included timesheets beginning July 1, 2018.   


 


• I contacted  and requested timesheets from June 1 2018 – July 1 


2018.   


 


• I contacted  and asked that he add to my current and pending 


request, to also provide a full 2 years of Chief  GHSP submitted 


sheets. 


 


6-11-2020 


• I received June and July 2018  timesheets from    


6-12-2020 


• I received a spreadsheet with overtime hours paid to  to GHSP, and a 


Word document listing which hours Chief  claimed to have worked.  I 


compared the information he provided with what my findings were, listed 


below in a section titled: “Analysis of GHSP’s report of overtime hours 


worked by  compared to my documents”. 


 


• When I noticed instances of  getting paid for overtime on dates that 


GHSP reported not paying  I asked  about possible 


scenarios to explain this.  He suggested I contact Lt. Daley at VSP  


as he may be familiar with other contracts (such as individual towns) that PD 


may contract with.  I spoke with Lt. Daley who told me that he and Sgt. 


McNamara are aware of PD only having a town contract with Town of 


, possibly starting as recently as this year.  I narrowed down 3 dates 


where  was paid for POED, but GHSP does not have documentation of 


their agency paying him.  I sent these 3 dates (6-6-2018, 12-14-2018, and 12-15-


2018) to  for review.   


 


• I received a PDF file consisting of 21 pages, 21 officer’s activity sheets 


submitted to GHSP by  for the timeframe of 6-1-2018 through to 


present.  I will compare these sheets with those that I received from Sheriff 


 FOIA request, in a section of this report titled “Comparison of 


GHSP officer’s activity report” 


 


• I spoke with AAG John Waszak about this case, giving him a brief overview.  


He asked that I obtain any documents from GHSP that outline the rules for 
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what activities are acceptable for GHSP overtime.  I sent this request to  


  White provided 3 documents governing the rules spanning the 3 fiscal 


years encompassed into the scope of this investigation.  They were added to 


the case.  They are entitled “  Grant Agreement” FFY 2018, 2019, 2020.     


 


• On this date I also did a one-drive file share with my investigation thus far, 


with AAG Waszak. 


 


• On this date I narrowed down 3 instances of overtime paid to  


categorized as “POED”, and which he reported as GHSP, however GHSP  


 had no record of receiving officer’s activity sheets and did not think 


 / City of  paid for those overtime hours.  These hours were 


listed in my 2 year back check, and are: 6-6-2018 (5 hours), 12-14-2018 (8.5 


hours), and 12-15-18 (7.5 hours).  As mentioned in other parts of my 


investigation, these dates were questioned as Sheriff  FOIA 


paperwork did not include officer’s activity sheets for the two December dates.  


When  provided me the copies of GHSP activity sheets they had on 


file as received from  there was no record of 12-15-18, 12-14-18 or 6-6-18.  


I inquired with the city manager about this, and he brought in the city’s 


payroll / treasurer to help answer question, and she was made aware that this 


was a confidential matter.  I asked for any details / documents they had 


relevant to overtime worked on these 3 dates. 


 


6-15-2020 


• I received forwarded e-mails from city manager   They 


included back and forth between Sheriff  and City staff, trying to 


figure out who towed a car over the weekend, upon the owner’s request.  In a 


response, Sheriff  wrote: “  Get you facts straight,  called to have 


the vehicle towed.  If the city of  needs to have communication with me or the Sheriff’s 


Department. It needs to go through the Mayor until the criminal investigations into you and 


 are done with.  DO NOT CONTACT ME AGAIN! Sheriff  “ 


 


• Based on this,  asked me if he was in fact under investigation.  I told 


him that I wasn’t investigating him and was not aware of him being the target 


of an investigation.  The email chain was forwarded to the AAG any my 


supervisor.   
 


 


• I received an email back from  with the payroll office.  She provided 3 


GHSP officer’s activity sheets that she had on file, for the December 2018 dates 
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in question, but not the 6-6-18, instead she provided one for 5-30-18 which was 


not within the scope of my investigation.   also told me that according to 


her records 6-6-18 was a click it or ticket event, and the 2 December dates were 


speed enforcement, all GHSP.  I wrote back asking to double check page 1, as 


it was an officer’s activity sheet for 5-30-18 and not 6-6-18. 


6-16-2020 


• I sent a follow-up request to the city treasurer asking for any documents their 


office has on file for 6-6-18 for Chief  5.5 hours of overtime he was paid. 


 


• I asked GHSP  to specify if his office / program felt that Chief 


 working 8.5 hours of overtime to attend a conference on a Monday 


during a work week in October 2019 was a fraudulent act.  I was told that they 


were not looking at this matter as fraudulent if  either took vacation or 


worked the hours on a different day.  They would internally address the 


matter of the conference being an acceptable reason for using GHPS overtime 


hours.   


 


• I received confirmation from  payroll that they have no record of a 


GHSP activity sheet for 6-6-2018 and believe that it may have been paid by 


another source.  I asked that they seek confirmation or clarity on this matter 


before I close it.  I received a PDF showing 5.5 hours overtime billed to  


.  I noticed the date on the 5.5 hours of overtime worked by 


Chief  was 6-11-2018 not 6-6-2018 so I asked city payroll to clarify the 


differing dates.  I was told that 6-11-2018 is the first Monday after the hours 


were worked and it is believed that 6-11-2018 is the date of billing.  Based on 


this additional information and proof that an excavation and paving company 


paid the city for Chief  time, coupled with a radio history that shows 


him signing on for a traffic detail, I have concluded this is not fraudulent. 


    


• I received a copy of  GHSP officer’s activity sheet for 12-28-2018 from 


 pay-roll division, which completed my check into his actions on 


that date. 


 


6-17-2020 


• I asked the judicial bureau for tickets issued by  in the week leading up 


to 11-22-2019 in a continued effort to determine if he issued a portable 


electronics violation in the days leading up to 11-22-2019 to figure out if he 


made an error in the date on the GHSP officer’s activity sheet.  
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• I e-mailed  and identified myself as the investigator in this case and 


asked that he call me to arrange for an interview.   


 


6-18-2020 


• Initially I set up an interview with  for 6-19-2020 at his office.  He then 


called back and specified that the city manager wanted an attorney present, 


and it was later arragned that the interview would take place on Monday June 


22nd, 11 AM at  City Hall.   


6-22-2020 


• I met with  and a city attorney at  City Hall.  I conducted a 


recorded and sworn interview, and a separate interview report was completed.  


In summary, I presented 3 packets of documents that relate to 3 separate 


concerns / questions I found during my investigation.  I provided him copies 


of these documents (they all consisted of his timesheets, GHSP sheets, and 


pay-roll data which he would be entitled to.  The following are the 3 concerns 


(and correlating paperwork locations) I shared with  the following: 


 


➢ My attention was drawn to your work activities in April 2019.  I noticed 


your timesheet for 4-29-2019 had (what appeared to be) a 2 typed in, crossed 


out, with a “5” written in.  You submitted GHSP activity sheets for a total 


of 2 hours 4-29-2019, not 5.  During the previous pay-period you claimed no 


GHSP worked on 4-11-2019, despite the presence of a GHSP activity sheet 


for 3 hours overtime, and GHSP has record of you being paid for 3 hours 


overtime worked on 4-11-2019.  Can you please clarify this situation? 


(documents provided were: pages 238 and 240 pay-data PDF, PDF 10 page 2 


activity sheet, PDF 10 page 5 timesheet, PDF 12 page 1 timesheet). 


 


➢ Sheriff  reviewed the forms provided in his FOIA request, and 


observed an officer’s activity sheet dated 4-27-2019, which I also looked it.  


It claimed proactive work that day from 1100-1700.  It reports that you 


issued 6 tickets, 4 warnings from 10 traffic stops.  There is no record of 


these stops occurring, nor is there record of tickets with judicial bureau.  


GHSP does not have record of this sheet being filed with them, your 


timesheet does not claim overtime for this date, and your pay data does not 


reflect being paid for these hours.  Can you please clarify this situation? 


(documents provided were: PDF 10 Page 14 timesheet, PDF 11, page 2 


activity sheet, page 239 pay-data PDF). 
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2-year backcheck of Chief  GHSP 


hours 
I began to review the pay detail records provided by City of  for the 


past 2 years (June 2018 – June 2020).  I also referred to documents provided by 


Sheriff  that he received in his FOIA request.  In general, these 


documents were from July 2018 onward.  Previously I only examined the 


allegations and concerns brought up by Sheriff  in his report to the 


AG’s office.  I was then asked by my chain of command to conduct my own 


full 2 year back check of  overtime payments.  Due to my observations 


of Chief  not using Spillman radio log system to accurately track his 


activities coupled with the City Manager telling me that he does not require 


Chief  to keep such records, I have not closely examined the on-duty / 


off-duty times in Chief  radio log to compare with the hours he wrote 


on his GHSP officer’s activity sheet.  I merely looked to see that proactive 


motor vehicle work was occurring on the dates he claimed overtime pay.  


Proactive work in the radio log is evidenced by traffic stops, license plate 


checks, and driver license status checks.  If I do not list a pay-period ending 


date in the below arrow-points, that means Chief  was not paid for 


POED in that corresponding paycheck. 


 


➢ Pay-period ending 6-2-18 shows 4 hours POED overtime paid for a total of 


$199.04.  A check of the correlating timesheet shows 4 GHSP hours worked 


on 5-30-2018 thus is not within the scope of my investigation and will not 


be further examined.   


   


➢ Pay-period ending 6-9-18 showed 5.5 hours POED overtime paid for a total 


of $273.68.  The correlating timesheet shows 5.5 hours of something related 


to “driving” worked on 6-6-18 with a messy handwritten note within the 


timesheet itself and “5.5 POED OT” under the timesheet in hand.   


has a radio log entry denoting a traffic detail on 6-6-18 on  


, beginning at 0803 and ending at 1400.  A check of warnings 


issued on this date from PD shows 2, but were not within 0803-1400 


timeframe; one was issued at 1520 and one at 1557. A check of tickets issued 


by Chief  in Spillman revealed none.  **GHSP sheet for these hours 


were not included in Sheriff  FOIA packet, and I requested / 


received all GHSP copies of  activity sheets.  There was none for 


this date on file.  I inquired with city payroll and it was determined that 


these overtime hours were paid by a paving / excavating company, and this 


was not fraudulent.     
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➢ Pay-period ending 7-7-2018 showed 4 hours POED overtime paid for a total 


of $207.68 (PDF 1, Page 1).  A GHSP officer’s activity sheet for 7-3-2018 


(PDF 1, Page 2) shows 4 hours overtime worked (1300-1700).  Radio history 


reflects motor vehicle stops on this date.   


 


➢ Pay-period ending 12-8-18 shows 8 hours POED overtime paid for a total 


amount of $415.36.  As previously stated above, Chief  submitted a 


timesheet with no overtime hours (PDF 6 Page 1) but there is a note for 12-


7-2018, to see attached GHSP sheet.  PDF 6 Page 2 shows an officer’s 


activity sheet for 8 hours overtime, and  radio history shows motor 


vehicle stops were conducted during this timeframe.  I did not receive an 


explanation from the City Manager regarding no hours listed for “grant” on 


the 7th of December, the correlating note, and the handwritten “8 hours 


POED”, however as I stated above, this does not appear fraudulent. 


   


➢ Pay-period ending 12-15-18 shows 16 hours POED paid for a total of 


$830.72.  His submitted timesheet (PDF 6 Page 5) shows 8.5 hours overtime 


on 12-14-18 and 7.5 hours on 12-15-18, for a total of 16 hours.  Radio log 


entries show proactive motor vehicle work conducted on those dates.  As 


noted in Sheriff  report for the AG’s office (paragraph 31) there 


are no officer’s activity sheets included for these dates.  To follow-up on 


the concerns brought about by overtime paid on 12-14 and 12-15-18 that did 


not include GHSP officer’s activity sheets, I noted that the Word document 


provided by  GHSP did not list 12-14-18 or 12-15-18 as instances 


of  getting paid by GHSP over the past 2 years.  The PDFs 


containing all GHSP officer’s activity sheets submitted to GHSP from 


 also did not contain sheets from those dates.  I sought clarification 


from city payroll for   I was provided copies of GHSP officer’s 


activity sheets that were on file with the city, for both of those dates and 


confirmation that  overtime hours were paid by GHSP for these 2 


dates.  It is unknown why GHSP does not have these sheets on file.  I put 


 and city payroll in touch via e-mail if they wanted to figure this 


out.  Documents provided to me by city payroll that show  


submitted an officer’s activity sheet, coupled with numerous radio log 


entries showing proactive motor vehicle work conducted by Chief  


leads me to believe the concerns with 12-14-18 and 12-15-2018 have been 


addressed and this was not fraudulent.   
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➢ Pay-period ending 12-29-2018 shows 6.5 hours POED for a total payment of 


$337.48.  PDF 6 Page 14 is the timesheet for this pay-period.  It lists no 


hours of overtime worked, but there is a handwritten note stating “6 ½ 


POED OT”.  There was no GHSP officer’s activity sheet provided with the 


original FOIA request for any dates between 12-23 and 12-29-2018 (the dates 


within this pay-period).  A check of Chief  radio history shows 


proactive motor vehicle work on 12-28-2018.  There was no officer’s activity 


sheet on file with GHSP, I inquired with city payroll for their records for 


overtime during this timeframe.  Payroll located and provided an officer’s 


activity sheet for 12-28-2018.  I do not know why city payroll has a copy of 


the activity sheet but GHSP does not.  For matters like this, I put  


 GHSP and city payroll in touch via email if they wanted to sort that 


out, but this does not appear to be fraudulent.       


 


➢ Pay-period ending 2-16-19 shows 14.5 hours of POED for a total payment of 


$752.84.  PDF 8 Page 2 shows the timesheet submitted for this pay-period.  


Chief  lists 5.5 hours of grant on 2-14, 5.5 on 2-15, and 3.5 on 2-16-


2019.  There are GHSP officer’s activity sheets provided (PDF 8, pages 3, 6, 


and 8).  A check of  radio log entries shows proactive motor vehicle 


work on 2-14 and 2-15, but not on 2-16-19.  On his officer’s activity sheet for 


2-16-2019 it shows all 3.5 hours were worked for “briefing, scheduling and 


paperwork”.  Being that Chief  is not bound by anyone to make 


radio log entries, and 3.5 hours of briefing, scheduling, and paperwork is 


ambiguously worded, this does not appear fraudulent.   


 


 


➢ Pay-period ending 2-23-2019 shows 7.5 hours POED overtime with a total 


payment of $389.40.  PDF 8 page 22 is the timesheet for this pay-period and 


shows  put in for 5.5 hours grant overtime on 2-21, and 2 hours on 2-


22-2019.  PDF 8 pages 20 and 21 show his officer’s daily activity sheet for 


these dates and a check of his radio log shows proactive motor vehicle 


work on these dates.   It should be noted that GHSP  located an 


instance of duplicate hours paid to  in his submitted word 


document.  He noticed 2 officer’s activity sheets submitted for 2-22-2019, 


one for 0930-1200 (2.5 hours PDF 8 page 19) and one for 1000-1200 (PDF 8 


page 20 for 2 hours).  Being that  was only paid for 7.5 hours in this 


pay-period and despite duplicate sheets submitted, it appears he was only 


paid for 5.5 hours worked on 2-21-19, and 2 hours on 2-22-2019, NOT the 


additional sheet for 2.5 hours.  This does not appear to be fraudulent. 
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➢ Pay-period ending 3-2-2019 shows 2.5 hours POED overtime paid with a 


total payment of $129.80.  PDF 8 Page 25 is the correlating timesheet, 


showing  reported 2.5 hours of grant hours worked 2-24-2019, and a 


note written at the bottom “2.5 POED OT”.  PDF 8 Page 26 shows a GHSP 


officer’s activity report for 2-24-2019, claiming 2.5 hours of “briefing, 


scheduling, and paperwork”.   has no radio log entries for 2-24-19.   


Being that Chief  is not bound by anyone to make radio log entries, 


and 2.5 hours of briefing, scheduling, and paperwork is ambiguously 


worded, this does not appear fraudulent.    


 


 


➢ Pay-period ending 3-9-2019 shows 2 hours POED overtime with a total 


payment of $103.84.  PDF 9 Page 1 is the correlating timesheet, showing 


 claimed 2 hours of grant worked 3-8-19.  PDF 9 Page 6 is a GHSP 


officer’s daily activity sheet completed by  claiming 2 hours worked 


from 1500-1700 on 3-8-2019.   radio log shows proactive patrol on 


that date.   


 


➢ Pay-period ending 5-4-2019 shows 5 hours of POED overtime paid for a 


total amount of $259.60.  As thoroughly discussed in previous sections of 


this report, PDF 12 Page 1 shows an unknown number (probably a 2) 


crossed out with “5” written by hand on  timesheet in grant 


section of hours worked 4-29-2019.  There is also a handwritten note 


“POED OT: 5” in what looks to me like different handwriting and a 


different darkness tone.  PDF 10 Page 15 shows 1 hour (0730-0830) worked 


on an officer’s activity sheet.  PDF 11 Page 1 shows a GHSP officer’s 


activity sheet claiming 1-hour overtime worked on 4-29-2019 from 1500 – 


1600.  He claimed one motor vehicle stop and one ticket issued for 


“portable electronic devices”.  A check of  radio history shows he 


conducted a stop at 1535 on VT , and ran a license check on 


 DOB .  According to Spillman radio logs,  


signed off from duty at 1726.  Spillman also shows  was issued 


ticket #  for a cell phone related violation.  A check of  


driver license status shows she is a valid operator with no convictions.  On 


6-11-2020, I contacted  from the Judicial Bureau to provide 


details about the ticket and the outcome that lead to  not being 


convicted of the violation.  I received an autoreply stating that  will 


be back on 6-15-2020.  All observed activity and documents related to 4-29-


2019 is reflective of 2 hours overtime worked, NOT 5.  I noticed that in the 


previous pay-period (which included 4-11-2019), Chief  submitted a 


GHSP officer’s activity sheet for 3 hours for a “press conference” but did 
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not claim his 3 hours overtime on his city timesheet.   GHSP has record of 


paying Chief  for 3 hours overtime for hours worked 4-11-19.     I 


believe Chief  forgot to add the 3 hours in the correct pay-period 


and had it added by hand on the next pay period.  GHSP reported a total of 


5 hours overtime paid to  in April 2019, matching the total hours he 


claims to have worked.  I believe this matter has been resolved and is not 


fraud.  When interviewed and presented with this situation, Chief  


did not have a specific memory of this situation.     


 


➢ Pay-period ending 5-11-2019 shows 2 hours POED was paid for a total of 


$103.84.  PDF 12 Page 3 is the correlating timesheet and shows  


claimed 2 hours of grant on 5-10-2019 with a handwritten note “POED-OT 


2”.  PDF 12 Page 10 is  officer daily activity report for 5-10-2019, 


claiming 2 hours of overtime worked 1600-1800.  A check of his radio log 


entries shows proactive enforcement work occurring on this date.  


 


 


➢ Pay-period ending 5-25-19 shows 14 hours POED worked with a total 


payment of $726.88.  PDF 12 Page 8 is the correlating timesheet and shows 


 claimed 9.5 grant hours on 5-20-2019 and 4.5 grant hours on 5-21-


2019.  PDF 12 Page 20 is the officer’s activity sheet for 5-20-2019, on which 


 reported that he worked 0530 – 1300 (7.5 hours) which included 2.5 


hours of patrol, .5 hours of “briefing, scheduling, and paperwork”, and 3.5 


hours of other “assist  at PD processing” (handwritten at the bottom).  


I checked  radio history and it showed that he signed on at 0530 for 


a CIOT (click it or ticket) detail.  I checked cases for  PD on 5-20-


2019 and found  (  had a DUI case started on 5-20-2019 at 


0943.  Also on 5-20-2019,  completed another officer’s activity report 


for 2 hours GHSP worked (PDF 12 Page 13).  He reported working 1600-


1800.  A check of  radio history shows proactive work during this 


timeframe.   submitted 2 officer’s activity reports for his hours 


worked on 5-21-2019 (PDF 12, pages 14 and 15).  He reported hours worked 


0700-1000 and 1030 – 1200).  Radio log entries show  engaged in 


proactive work during this timeframe.   


 


➢ Pay-period ending 7-13-2019 shows  was paid for 5.5 hours POED 


overtime for a total of $293.87.  PDF 14 Page 2 is the correlating timesheet 


which shows 5.5 hours of grant on 7-12-2019, and in the note section it says: 


“Grant 1300-1800 GPM”.  At the bottom in other handwriting and lightness 


tone it says “5.5 POED – OT”.  PDF 14 Page 3 is the GHSP sheet for 7-12-19.  


The bottom is cut off, but it claims hours were worked 1300 – 1830 and 5.5 
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of those hours were for patrol.  The cut off section would show 


miscellaneous hours such as briefing, scheduling and paperwork.   A check 


of  radio log and tickets entered into the system / Judicial bureau 


shows proactive enforcement occurring on this date.  It was determined 


that there was no evidence of fraudulent activity on 7-12-2019.   


 


 


➢ Pay-period ending 9-7-2019 shows  was paid for 7.5 hours of POED 


with a total payment of $400.73.  In the notes section of the corresponding 


timesheet (PDF16 Page 1) it shows the 7.5 hours of grant worked on 9-7-


2019 was for “    Using a Google search, I found 


an article about the   occurring on 9-7-2019.  


  


➢ Pay-period ending 11-2-2019 shows  was paid for 8.5 hours of 


overtime for a total payment of $454.16.   PDF 17 Page 5 is the 


corresponding timesheet and it shows 8.5 grant hours worked on 10-28-19. 


with a note “GHSP grant 0800-1630” and at the bottom of the timesheet 


“GHSP – OT 8.5”.  PDF 17 page 9 is an officer’s activity sheet for 10-28-2019, 


which claims 8.5 hours overtime for a conference.  I could not identify the 


acronym before the word “conference” because Chief  signed over 


it.  I sent a snip of this sheet back to  asking if he could identify 


the conference.  A google search for “Vermont conference 10-28-19” reveals 


a National Transportation Safety Conference occurred in Burlington VT on 


10-28-2019.  A check of his total hours worked during that pay-period does 


total 40; and  reports extra hours worked that week.  I specifically 


addressed this type of scenario when I spoke with City manager  


 I asked if it was acceptable for  to adjust his regular 


working hours at will, without notifying  or having such activity 


approved.  He confirmed that  is paid for a 40-hour work week 


automatically.  I did NOT specifically address my findings of his hours 


worked 10-28-19, and it should be noted that  was NOT city 


manager in October 2019, as per his statement.  This situation warranted 


further review, in that a salaried police chief, even if regularly paid for a 40-


hour work week regardless of hours reported, was paid for 8.5 hours 


overtime for a conference that occurred on a Monday morning.  As it was 


further reviewed, I learned that GHSP would not consider this fraudulent 


if Chief  made the hours up within the week or took vacation time 


to attend the conference.  Also, GHSP specified that Chief  needed 


to have worked the GHSP hours he was putting in for.  Chief  


radio history reflects that he signed on that day for training at 0708 hours, 


then off duty at 1745.  This is reflective of approximately 10.5 hours 
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worked.  His timesheet (PDF 17 page 5) shows a total of 48.5 hours worked 


that week, accounting for a 40-hour work week and 8.5 hours overtime.  


Based on these details coupled with GHSP’s requirements to consider this 


fraud, this is not considered fraudulent.   


 


➢ Pay-period ending 11-23-19 shows 1.5 hours overtime worked with a total 


payment of $80.15.  This represents the 11-22-2019 hours paid to Chief 


 while at the .  This matter was originally 


concerning and thoroughly investigated.  There is nothing on the officer’s 


daily activity sheet for 11-22-2019 that reflects his  at the  was 


somehow related to GHSP.  The GHSP provided officer’s activity sheet has 


“Main Street  handwritten into it, which is absent from the 


copy I was provided, and looks like different penmanship.  In the 


supervisor signature section, it appears to be signed by patrolman  


 who I was told oversees the program for PD but is obviously not 


Chief  supervisor.   As previously explained,  stop on the 


prior day (11-21-2019 leads me to believe that he worked the GHSP 1.5 


hours the day before and wrote the wrong date down on his GHSP sheet 


and timesheet.  During an interview with Chief  he could not 


remember specifically but did not think he’d stop a car while in his dress 


uniform and agreed that this could be a matter of putting down the wrong 


date for GHSP worked.   


 


 


➢ Pay-period ending 11-30-2019 shows  was paid for 3.5 hours POED 


with total payment of $187.01.  PDF 18 page 6 is the corresponding 


timesheet and  listed 3.5 hours of grant pay on 11-27-19, there is a 


note “GHSP 1030 – 1130 / 1330 – 1600.  A check of  radio history 


shows proactive motor vehicle enforcement on this date.  This was the last 


pay-period that showed Chief  was paid for POED, the last and 


most recent pay information was pay-period ending 5-30-2020.   
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Analysis of GHSP’s Word document of overtime 


hours worked by  (titled “Special Inquiry 


Jesse Robson”), as compared to documents that I 


examined: 


June 2018: 


• GHSP reports no hours were paid to   My records showed he was 


paid for 5 overtime hours for work on 6-6-18 (no correlating GHSP sheet) 


and a note on his timesheet referring to a traffic detail. This was eventually 


determined to be hours paid by another entity, and supporting documents 


are on file.   


July 2018: 


• GHSP reports 4 hours worked on 7-3-18, same as my findings.   


August – November 2018: 


• No hours reported by GHSP, same as my findings 


 


December 2018:   


•  from GHSP reported that they only paid  for 8 hours 


GHSP overtime, reported as worked December 7th, same as my findings. 


 


• My records indicate that Chief  also claimed 16 hours of GHSP 


overtime (8.5 hours on 12-14-18 and 7.5 hours on 12-15-18).  Notes on his 


timesheet specify this was GHSP overtime.  There were no accompanying 


officer’s activity reports for these dates provided in the FOIA packet.  


 was paid $830.72 for these 16 hours, however  from 


GHSP did not have the activity sheets on file and did not report these dates 


as paid by GHSP.  Radio log entries show proactive motor vehicle work on 


12-14 and 12-15-2018 by Chief  I inquired with  City 


manager to consult with payroll on this.  This was thoroughly explored and 


determined that it was not fraud; city payroll had officer’s activity reports 


on file for those dates.  It is unknown why GHSP did not have them or why 


were not included with the FOIA packet.  GHSP and city payroll were put 


in contact with each other if they wanted to sort this out, but it does not 


appear fraudulent.   
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• Pay-period ending 12-29-2018 shows 6.5 hours POED for a total payment of 


$337.48.  It lists no hours of overtime worked, but there is a handwritten 


note stating “6 ½ POED OT”.  There was no GHSP officer’s activity sheet 


provided with the original FOIA request for any dates between 12-23 and 


12-29-2018 (the dates within this pay-period).  A check of Chief  


radio history shows proactive motor vehicle work on 12-28-2018.   


 has no history of  being paid by GHSP for these hours. I 


inquired with  City manager to consult with payroll on this.  I 


sought an explanation of payment from city payroll and was provided with 


an officer’s activity report for 12-28-2018 that they had on file.  As noted in 


the paragraph above, this is not fraudulent.   


 


January 2019: 


•  reported no overtime activity from  same as my 


findings. 


February 2019: 


• GHSP reports 5.5 hours worked on 2-14-19, same as my findings. 


• GHSP reports 5.5 hours worked on 2-15-19, same as my findings. 


• GHSP reports 3.5 hours worked on 2-16-19, same as my findings.  


• GHSP reports 5.5 hours worked on 2-21-19, same as my findings. 


• GHSP reports 2 hours worked on 2-22-19.  Word document 


also referenced an apparent duplication of hours submitted in February 


2019.  On his end he received 2 sheets for 2-22-2019, one for 2 hours worked 


and one for 2.5 hours but within the same timeframe.  I checked my files 


and found that  reported 2 hours on 2-22-19 and 2.5 hours on 2-24-19.  


His 2-24-19 activity sheet showed one number written over another.  I 


reported this to  Details surrounding how these hours were 


reported and paid are listed below in the 2 year back check. (Likely a 


mistake in dates, and pay reflects  was not overpaid as compared to 


the hours he worked) 


March 2019: 


• GHSP reports 2 hours worked on 3-8-2019, same as my findings 


 


 


April 2019:  


• GHSP reports 3 hours overtime worked 4-11-2019.  I viewed an officer’s 


activity sheet for a 3 hour “press conference” included with the FOIA 
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packet provided to Sheriff  but as we both independently noted, 


Chief  did not claim 3 hours overtime on his timesheet.  The pay 


data for the pay period that includes 4-11-2019, does not show that he was 


paid overtime.  Comparison shows that the GHSP activity sheet for 4-11-


2019 was PDF 12 Page 6 of my FOIA packet, and one of the sheets with the 


top and bottom cut off.  These 3 hours likely account for the 3 added 


overtime hours as described in the next paragraph.   


 


• GHSP reports 2 hours worked 4-29-19.  My findings showed that Chief 


 submitted a timesheet with one number (possibly a 2) crossed out 


and “5” was handwritten in for GHSP overtime on 4-29-2019.  His officer’s 


activity sheets reported one hour worked from 0730 to 0830 and one hour 


from 1500-1600.  His radio log reflects one hour of proactive motor vehicle 


worked, but also shows he signed on at 0714 that day.  His radio history 


showed going 10-8 from the office at 1503, stopping one car at 1535, running 


a license, clearing and signing off for the day at 1726.  GHSP reported to me 


that  claimed 2 hours work that day, 0700-0800 and 1500-1600.    


 pay data reflects that he was paid for 5 hours overtime totaling 


$259.60.   The added 3 hours likely represents the 3 hours that GHSP has 


record of paying Chief  for hours worked 4-11-2019, however Chief 


 timesheet that includes 4-11-2019, shows he did not put in for 


these hours.   His total hours paid by GHSP for April 2019 is 5 according to 


GHSP and is supported by his pay data.  When interviewed and presented 


with this situation, Chief  did not have a specific memory of this 


situation.   


 


May 2019 


• GHSP reports 2 hours worked on 5-10-2019, same as my findings 


• GHSP reports 9.5 hours on 5-20-2019, same as my findings 


• GHSP reported 4.5 hours on 5-21-2019, same as my findings 


June 2019 


• GHSP reports no hours from  this month, same as my findings 


July 2019 


• GHSP reports 5.5 hours worked 7-12-2019, same as my findings 


August & September 2019 


• GHSP reports no hours worked, same as my findings 
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October 2019 


• GHSP reports 8.5 hours worked on 10-28-2019, same as my findings.  It was 


flagged by GHSP due to this being a conference on a Monday morning, 


and  advised that he expects a police chief to be working regular 


shift at that time, but also said this may be a reflection of how the Chief 


structures his own work week.  This was thoroughly examined and noted 


above.  GHSP reports that they are not seeing this as fraudulent but will 


internally address the appropriateness of GHSP hours worked for this 


conference.   


 


November 2019:  


• GHSP reports 1.5 hours on 11-22-2019, same as my findings.  This was the 


 day, thoroughly addressed above and determined not 


to fraudulent. 


 


• GHSP reports 3.5 hours worked on 11-27-2019, same as my findings. 


**GHSP reports no additional overtime hours on file with their office, same as my 


findings.   


 


Comparison of GHSP officer’s activity reports 


I requested and was provided all GHSP officer’s activity sheets submitted to GHSP 


by  PD.  These were provided to me on 6-12-2020, consisting of 21 total 


pages, which were 21 officer’s activity sheets.  My comparison / analysis follows: 


• GHSP PDF 1 (7-3-18) matches FOIA PDF 1 page 2.  I noticed that the hourly 


rate of pay and total salary were added to the GHSP version.  It is also an exact 


match to PDF 1 Page 17 


 


• GHSP PDF 2 (12-7-18) matches FOIA PDF 6 Page 2 and I saw no differences 


 


• GHSP PDF 3 (2-14-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 17, and I saw no differences  


 


• GHSP PDF 4 (2-15-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 16 and I saw no differences 


 


• GHSP PDF 5 (2-16-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 17 and I saw no differences 


 


• GHSP PDF 6 (2-21-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 21 and I saw no differences 
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• GHSP PDF 7 (2-21-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 20 and I saw no differences 


 


• GHSP PDF 8 (2-22-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 19 and I saw no differences 


 


• GHSP PDF 9 (3-8-19) matches FOIA PDF 9 page 6.  I noticed that the hourly 


rate of pay and total salary were added to the GHSP version. 


 


• GHSP PDF 10 (4-11-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 6 for 4-11-2019 and is one 


of the 3 FOIA documents that had the top and bottom covered. 


 


• GHSP PDF 11 (4-29-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 7, for 4-29-19 and is one of 


the 3 FOIA documents that had the top and bottom covered. 


 


• GHSP PDF 12 (4-29-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 5, for 4-29-2019.  This was 


one of the 3 FOIA documents that had the top and bottom covered. 


 


• GHSP PDF 13 (5-10-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 10, and I saw no 


differences.  


  


• GHSP PDF 14 (5-20-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 12, and I saw no 


differences. 


 


• GHSP PDF 15 (5-20-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 13, and I saw no 


differences.  


  


• GHSP PDF 16 (5-21-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 14, and I saw no 


differences. 


 


• GHSP PDF 17 (5-21-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 15 and I saw no 


differences. 


 


• GHSP PDF 18 (7-12-19) matches FOIA PDF 14 page 3.  I saw that the FOIA 


version had the bottom cut off when copied.  I also noticed that the math for 


cruiser mileage did not correctly add up.  The GHSP version had the math 


corrected, and I could see the previously covered bottom portion.  FOIA PDF 


14 page 7 matches the GHSP version completely, including the bottom portion 


and the corrected math.  
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• GHSP PDF 19 (10-28-19) matches FOIA PDF 17 page 9 and I saw no 


differences. 


 


• GHSP PDF 20 (11-22-19) matches FOIA PDF 18 Page 5.  I noticed that the 


version submitted to GHSP has “Main ST  written in a section for 


“areas patrolled (hot spots)”.  In the GHSP version there was also a scribble in 


the supervisor signature area, with rank of “patrolman” and a date of “12-2-


19”.   


 


• GHSP PDF 21 (11-27-2019) matches FOIA PDF 18 Page 7.  The GHSP version is 


a full copy as opposed to the FOIA which had the bottom cut off.  The GHSP 


version has the hourly rate of pay calculated, the patrol location specified, and 


bears the signature of a patrolman in the supervisor section.   


 


 


Summary / Conclusion: 


• I found that Chief  is not bound to the use of his radio to notify of 


his whereabouts, thus his radio log is not truly reflecting of his work.  
  


• He is paid for a 40-hour work week regardless of the number of hours he 


puts in, however is eligible for extra duty overtime in addition to his 40-


hour work week, thus his radio logged on and off duty times are not 


reflective of his actual working hours.   
 


• Chief  has issued tickets that were not entered into the Spillman 


computer system.  Chief  has no warnings entered into the Spillman 


computer system newer than December 2018, a fact that upon learning of it, 


he insisted that he does not know what went wrong with the warnings and 


would try to figure it out.  The Spillman radio log, traffic citation table, and 


warning table are not an accurate reflection of Chief  activities.   
 
• I found and addressed numerous concerns by Sheriff  Sheriff 


 and I, and myself independent of Sheriff  partial 


investigation.  3 of these concerns (explained in depth above) warranted me 


to present documents to Chief  to better explain them.   
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• I found no pattern or instance of fraudulent or criminal activity such as 


requesting and/or being paid for overtime hours without evidence that 


supports he worked those hours.  Nothing follows.   
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I took the following additional investigative actions related to this incident: 


 


8-6-2020 


• AAG John Waszak contacted me regarding this case.  He brought to my 


attention, the April 27th, 2019 GHSP Officers Daily Activity Report (PDF 11 page 


2).  AAG Waszak pointed out that the date beside Chief  signature 


shows that it was signed April of 2018, not 2019.   


• I went into Chief  radio history and observed evidence of proactive 


motor vehicle work on 4-27-2018, including 7 traffic stops which were logged by 


dispatch.  This motor vehicle work fell within the time of day listed on the GHSP 


activity sheet (1100-1700).    


• It should be noted that the GHSP sheet credited  for 10 stops, when his 


radio history logged 7.  Chief  told me that there are times where he has 


not called out his motor vehicle stops over the radio.  Regardless of the 3 stop 


discrepancy between radio log and activity sheet, once I saw the 2018 date by 


Chief  signature, coupled with his radio history that shows proactive 


motor vehicle work, I believe this to be an instance of Chief  writing 2019 


in the top of his activity sheet by accident, and writing the correct date by his 


signature.   


• I submitted this supplemental report to AAG Waszak via e-mail attachment.   
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I took the following additional investigative actions related to this incident: 


 


8-10-2020 


• AAG John Waszak contacted me, seeking additional clarification for GHSP 


officer activity sheet dated 4-11-2019, in which  claimed 3 hours for a 


press conference.  During my interview with , he told me that he had no 


memory of this specifics but would check his e-mails.  This was never re-visited, 


prior to the case being submitted for review. 


• I e-mailed  City Attorney , explaining my additional 


inquiry.  He wrote back later in the day, identifying the event attended by Chief 


.  He went on to provide additional back story / information about  


 and actions  took after a certain grant position was given to 


 PD and not the  County Sheriff Department.   


• The information provided to me from  was forwarded to AAG John 


Waszak.   


8-11-2020 


• I submitted this supplemental report and the full e-mail from  


including my response, as an attachment to AAG John Waszak.   
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STATE OF VERMONT 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
109 STATE STREET 
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05609-1001 

 
September 14, 2020 

 
Mike Donoghue 
Vermont News First 
By Electronic Mail: mdonoghue@smcvt.edu 
 
Re:  Public Records Request of August 21, 2020  
  
Dear Mr. Donoghue: 
 
 Attached, please find the following three redacted reports responsive to your previous 
request of August 21, 2020 and your ongoing conversations with Charity R. Clark, Chief of 
Staff of the Office of the Attorney General: 
 

• 20B102128 Investigative Actions Timeline (33 pages) 
• 20B102128 Supplemental Report 8-6-2020 (1 page) 
• 20B102128 Supplemental Report 8-10-2020 (1 page) 

Any redactions contained within the three documents are made pursuant to 1 V.S.A. § 
317(c)(5)(A)(iii) and (c)(5)(D).  
 
 To the extent you feel records have been wrongfully withheld, you may appeal to 
Deputy Attorney General Joshua Diamond. 
 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
      /s/ John D.G. Waszak 
      John D.G. Waszak 
      Assistant Attorney General 
 
Electronically Transmitted 
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integrity, my willingness to hold everyone accountable for their actions,  and 

to be thorough with whatever my assignment is,  later said he was more 

comfortable with me handling this case, now that he’s had a chance to meet 

me.   made it clear that it was his preference that he and  were not 

providing sworn recorded interviews until I reviewed the documents.  He 

suggested that after I see any evidence of time sheet fraud, we could discuss 

what he and  would provide to continue the investigation. 

 

 

•  did not deny and in fact he offered up his dislike for Chief   At 

one point he indicated toward his back yard with a hand gesture and 

commented about there being a hole for   I took that statement to be a 

spontaneous representation of his dislike and not an actual threat.  He 

provided brief descriptions of times that he was wronged by  and felt 

 was unethical with reporting his time and overtime.  He mentioned 

times that he felt wronged by  when  worked at  PD.  

This included disciplinary measures  took against him, as well as 

behind the scenes actions  suspected  took to prevent him from 

being hired as a .   mentioned that  has driven past 

 home (which he clarified was NOT in the city of  or his 

regular patrol area) and  would stare  down.  At one point while 

talking to me,  said that  

(  and ).  He indicated toward a large folder of paperwork and told 

me that all of this was bringing back memories, and to me  seemed to 

hold back tears but re-gained his composure.  I told both  and  

multiple times that if this case were to progress, this information they were 

sharing with me, needs to be included in an affidavit they’d author, or sworn 

to in a recorded statement.   specified that he conducted the preliminary 

investigation which included review of city provided materials (time sheets 

and GHSP officer activity reports, which he then compared to radio log entries 

in Spillman).     

 

•  shared with me that he suspects back door dealings with  and city 

officials to undermine his department’s ability to secure contracts for town 

patrols.  He spoke with  about this, the discussion turned to  

knowledge or suspicion of  activity with timesheet and reporting 

overtime, specifically Governor’s Highway Safety (AKA click it or ticket 

overtime), which lead to their FOIA request for timesheet and related 

documents. 
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be an officer calls out a stop to dispatch, reports the vehicle’s plate and the 

stop location, which dispatch then logs as “OVIOL” or “TS”, and this entry 

then goes into that officer’s radio log.  I am unaware of a law requiring a 

police officer to take these actions.  However, due to the seemingly large 

inaccuracy reported by Sheriff  on this date, I chose to further 

investigate this GHSP activity to determine if Chief  reported 

enforcement action to GHSP that he did not actually accomplish during his 

overtime patrol.  GHSP forms, when submitted for review / approval / 

payment of overtime do not specify that the officer signing their name at the 

bottom is swearing to the truthful content of their report, so as I look into this, 

I am not sure if an inaccurately completed GHPS officer’s activity report is 

itself criminal in nature.   It may however lend to an overall picture of Chief 

 action. Nonetheless, I used Spillman to look up tickets and warnings 

entered into this system by or for Chief  for the full time period of 4-

27-2019.  In Spillman, it shows ticket #  was issued 4-19-2019.  The next 

sequential ticket (# ) was issued 4-29-2019.  Tickets are issued in 

batches of 10, all sequentially numbered within that batch.  According to 

Spillman records, there is no documentation of the 6 tickets he reported 

issuing on 4-27-2019.  If Chief  did write 6 tickets on 4-27-2019, they 

were from a different batch than the tickets issued before and after 4-27-2019, 

were never logged into Spillman and he did not call out his stops.  His radio 

history (documented as “ ”) shows him going off duty on 4-25-19 and 

signing back on, on 4-29-2019. There were no warnings entered into the 

Spillman system for this timeframe either.  It should be noted that the GHSP 

daily activity report does not specify “written warnings”, it combines “oral 

and written warnings”.  Failure to issue written warnings may be a violation 

of Fair and Impartial Policing (as race data tracking is mandatory and 

documented on written warnings) but is not a crime and not the focus of my 

investigation.  Within the documents provided to me by Sheriff  I 

located the officer’s activity report completed by Chief  on 4-27-2019 

indeed reports that he patrolled 11 miles during the 6 hours he worked.  His 

overtime rate was reported as $62.05 per hour for a total payment of $372.30 on 

this sheet.  The timesheet submitted that would pay for hours worked on 4-27-

2019 (PDF 10 Page 14), did not show any hours worked on that date (regular, 

grant, or otherwise).   A review of Chief  activity on 4-27-2019 leaves 

me with questions that I plan to address in a later interview with Chief 

 most importantly, why he submitted a GHSP officer’s activity report 

for 6 hours (which included his overtime rate of pay and total amount to be 

paid), and not put in for that overtime on 4-27-2019.  I determined that GHSP 

did not receive a copy of the 4-27-2019 activity sheet and  was NOT 
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paid overtime for these hours.  This matter is not considered fraudulent as pay 

data shows he was not paid overtime, nor did he submit this officer’s activity 

sheet to GHSP.  When interviewed and presented with documents related to 

4-27-2019, Chief  did not have a specific memory of this situation.   

  

 

• In PDF 12, pages 5-7 I noticed that the GHSP sheets have the top and bottom 

portions covered and cut off.  This consists of 3 sheets that do not show vital 

information such as timeframes and dates for overtime hours worked.  On 2 of 

these sheets (pages 5 and 7) just before the sheet is cut off, I can see that it lists 

the same starting mileage (34,397).  On page 8 the time sheet appears to have a 

sticker placed over part of it before being copied / scanned.  I was provided 

with a copy of the page 8 timesheet that was not covered with a sticker.  Under 

it, there is reference to 13.5 hours worked by  on a Saturday for an 

assault.  This does not appear to be fraudulent or suspicious.   

 

• In Sheriff  report to the AG, in paragraphs 35-39 (which were under 

the header “unprofessional conduct”, Sheriff  documents instances of 

radio log entries into Spillman that were not reflective of the hours reported 

on his timesheet.  I determined that this information may be relevant as it left 

me with unanswered questions about how many hours Chief  is paid 

by the city, if the city manager requires him to log his hours in Spillman (a 

computer program that the city manager would NOT have access to unless he 

himself was a police officer).  Although relevant, Chief  not being on 

point with his radio log entries is not itself criminal in nature and will not be 

a focus of my assigned investigation.  City Manager  later 

specified that Chief  is not required to log his whereabouts while on 

shift and is paid a salary for a 40-hour work week.    

 

• Paragraph 36, 37, 38, and 39 of Sheriff  report to the AG details 

inaccuracies when comparing timesheets submitted to the city by Chief 

 when comparing the hours reported to the Spillman radio log entries 

made for Chief   The city manager reported that Chief  is 

automatically paid for a 40-hour work week.  I know of no law that requires 

accurate Spillman entries, thus I see this situation and others like it to be an 

example of practices that are not ideal, of minimal relevance to a criminal 

investigation, and not itself criminal in nature.   

 

• I used the Spillman system to check the tickets and warnings issued by Chief 

 by going into the warning table, and looking up all traffic warnings 
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timeframe.  My review of the documentation of this date, raises questions for 

Chief   This was of concern to both Sheriff  and me.  I 

requested copies of tickets issued and submitted to the judicial bureau for 11-

22-2019 by  and was told there were none submitted to them.  

The absence of a ticket submitted to the judicial bureau, coupled with the 

other factors listed in this paragraph are concerning.  A pay sheet provided by 

City of  confirms that  was paid for 1.5 hours overtime 

during the pay period that included 11-22-2019 when he claimed 1.5 hours 

overtime.  His total payment was $80.15.   It was determined that  most 

likely worked GHSP the day prior, based on a stop within the timeframe for 

the same violation, and wrote the wrong date on his GHSP activity sheet, 

which lead to him requesting overtime on the wrong calendar day on his city 

timesheet.   

Sheriff  paragraph 42: 

• I began specifically looking at information and documents related to alleged 

misconduct on the part of Chief  in April / May 2019.   repeats 

what was written in paragraph 32, regarding the April 27th, 2019 hours not 

being submitted to the city for grant pay.  He reports seeing an officer’s 

activity report submitted for 3 hours of GHSP worked for a “press release” on 

4-11-2019 (PDF 10, Page 2).  I noticed that Chief  called this a “press 

conference” and did not put in for grant overtime on his timesheet for that 

date (PDF 10, Page 5).   He likely put in for these 3 hours on the following 

timesheet, where a 2 is crossed out and a 5 is in its place, as thoroughly 

discussed throughout this report.  I found a YouTube video of an interview 

with Chief  where a reported discussed drug abuse.  This was posted in 

June 2019, but I did not see a date that it was recorded.  When interviewed and 

presented with this situation, Chief  did not have a specific memory of 

this situation.   

 

•  I noticed that Chief  timesheet for pay period ending 5-4-2019 

showed 5 hours of GHSP overtime (PDF 12 Page 1) worked on 4-29-2019, 

however the officer’s activity sheet for that date showed he worked 1 hour 

0730 – 0830 (PDF 10 Page 15) and one other hour 1600-1700 (PDF 11, Page 1).  

The 5 hours reported as grant on his timesheet showed an unknown number 

(but probably a 2) was typed on the timesheet, then apparently crossed out by 

hand, with a “5” added in, and the total hours of grant work also crossed out, 

with a “5” handwritten in.  Chief  radio history shows 1 motor vehicle 

stop on 4-29-2019, more reflective of his officer’s activity sheet for 1- or 2-hours 

overtime, not his timesheet with the handwritten 5 hours.  His radio history 
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also shows he signed on that morning at 0714.  As stated above and thoroughly 

discussed in this report, it is likely that Chief  added the 3 hours from 

4-11-2019 to the following pay period on 4-29-2019.  He worked a total of 5 

hours GHSP in April, which was all he was paid for.      

•  

Sheriff  paragraph 41: 

• I began specifically looking at information and documents related to alleged 

misconduct on the part of Chief  in February 2019.  Sheriff  

compared the hours reported as being worked for the GHSP overtime on 2-14-

2019 and 2-15-2019 with the Spillman entries that document the times Chief 

 called out motor vehicle stops.  Sheriff  notes that all Chief 

 stops are not logged in his radio history as occurring within the 

timeframe of his hours worked on GHSP overtime.  Being that Chief  

is not required by law to maintain an accurate radio log, is paid for a 40-hour 

work week by default, and his radio history in general shows that he was 

conducting proactive motor vehicle enforcement on 2-14-19 and 2-15-2019; this 

activity does not appear to be fraudulent in nature.  This may however be an 

example of poor data reporting, a matter more appropriate to be addressed in 

a forum other than a criminal fraud investigation.  

 

• Also in Sheriff  paragraph 41, he explored a GHSP officer’s activity 

sheet for overtime worked on 2-16-2019 (PDF 8, Page 8).  It was reported that 

Chief  worked 3.5 hours on “briefing, scheduling, and paperwork”.  

Upon examining this sheet, I noticed that 2-17-2019 was the original date 

written on the activity sheet, then crossed out with “Per  Sat not Sun”.  

This appeared to be an error caught by   Sheriff  wrote 

in paragraph 41 that it does not take 3.5 hours to enter 6 tickets.  After review 

of this situation I felt that the ambiguously worded “briefing, scheduling, and 

paperwork” may encompass more than just ticket entry, and Chief  

may have used the 3.5 hours on his day off (this is a Saturday) to handle 

administrative aspects of the GHSP.  This activity does not appear to be 

fraudulent in nature.  This may however be an example of poor data 

reporting, a matter more appropriate to be addressed in a forum other than a 

criminal fraud investigation.  

 

•  In his final concern noted in paragraph 41, Sheriff  notes that the 

GHSP officer’s activity reports for 2/16, 21, and 22 “were all signed and dated 

on a different day than the day the report was made”.  I presume he intended to 

point out that these were signed on different dates than the reported hours 
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were worked, not necessarily the date Chief  completed the forms.  As I 

reviewed all officer’s activity reports in PDF 8, I concurred that the dates on 

the signature line were different than the date these hours were reported to 

have worked.  I also noticed this was the case for the activity report for hours 

worked on 2-14-2019 (PDF 8 page 3).  It is not uncommon to complete officer’s 

activity reports after the fact, based on my experience that includes working 

GHSP, filling out the sheets, as well as reviewing and approving timesheet 

packets that include other officer’s activity reports.  It would be my 

recommended practice to fill the sheets out on the same day as the hours 

worked, and I myself have strived to accomplish this.  The fact is, that the 

unpredictable nature of police work may pull the author of a GHSP officer’s 

activity report in another direction, causing them to re-visit filling out 

paperwork later.  It could even be concluded that Chief  was doing his 

best to accurately complete this daily activity report, by using the actual date 

he filled his sheets out, which was after the date of the hours he worked.  This 

activity does not appear to be fraudulent in nature.   

Sheriff  paragraph 40: 

• I began specifically looking at information and documents related to alleged 

misconduct on the part of Chief  in December 2018.  Sheriff  

wrote about an officer’s activity sheet for 12-7-2018 (PDF 6 Page 2) for 8 hours 

overtime.  I noticed that this form does exist, however the correlating 

timesheet for reporting hours worked on 12-7-2018 (PDF 6 Page 1) shows no 

hours reported in the “grant” section.  In the notes section for this date it says, 

“see attached GHSP sheet”.  Handwritten on the timesheet is “SAL 8 OT 

POED”.  Sheriff  concern with 12-7-18 was not that it wasn’t listed as 

grant hours worked on the timesheet, rather how Chief  radio log and 

ticket entries did not match up with his GHSP hours worked, bringing into 

question the accuracy of Chief  forms.  I reviewed Chief  

radio history and saw documentation of proactive motor vehicle work on that 

date.  Upon speaking with City Manager  later, I learned that 

Chief  is automatically paid for a 40-hour work week and is not 

required to accurately account for those 40 hours via the Spillman radio 

logging system.   identified POED as Police Outside Extra Duty, a 

common acronym entered by payroll.  Based on the presence of radio history 

that supports  stopping cars on that date, a form submitted for 8 hours 

overtime, and the likelihood that pay-roll wrote the notes allowing for the 8 

hours of pay, this does not appear to be fraudulent.   
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• Also, in paragraph 40, Sheriff  notes that Chief  reported 7.5 

hours of GHSP worked on 12-15-2018 “however no timesheet was reported”.  

Assuming Sheriff  was saying that there was no officer’s activity 

report provided to him, I checked and verified that Chief  timesheet 

did have 7.5 hours listed for grant (PDF 6, page 5).  There is a note on that date 

“GHSP”.  I also could not find a correlating officer’s activity report attached to 

the documents provided.  A check of Chief  radio history for that date 

shows he went on-duty at 1050 for a “traffic detail” and off-duty at 1747 hours.  

These times more closely reflect 7 hours of overtime worked, not 7.5, as also 

noted by Sheriff   The mere absence of an officer’s activity sheet is not 

criminal in nature.  In fact, it not an uncommon occurrence and as a timesheet 

approver I have noted and requested those that I supervise, to submit a 

forgotten sheet.  Upon further inquiry into 12-15-2018’s overtime (as well as 12-

14-18 which also had no officer’s activity sheet), I determined that city payroll 

had copies of officer’s activity sheets for both 12-14 and 12-15-2018.  This 

coupled with radio log entries that reflect proactive motor vehicle work, leads 

me to believe this is not fraudulent. 

 

Investigative Actions Timeline 

6-2-2020 

• I inquired with  regarding Chief  radio log entries, 

which I was researching by going into the CAD screen and entering “rh u 

”.  I was seeking  input as to other methods possibly used to 

document his radio transmissions other than his  call number.  She 

provided me the option of typing “radio” and subsequently searching with 

unit names, dates, times that way.  I briefly viewed Chief  radio 

history and noticed instances of his reporting off duty many hours after 

actually signing off, by noting that he was actually “42” at an earlier time.  I 

also noted that (in concert with tickets issued by him and logged into 

Spillman) Chief  has not shown any instances of motor vehicle stops 

called in, since November 2019.  Using the unit look up feature in “radio” 

screen, I searched for  showing several options.  I noted that an 

option for  is “ ” referred to as “  PD base station”.  

When I searched for “ ” I found 6 instances of “ ” conducting traffic 

stops, which were sometimes followed by a note that this was a dispatch error.   

6-3-2020 

• Upon my request, I was provided with a digital invitation for the 11-22-2019 

, which shows a start time of 10 AM.   
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6-4-2020 

• I inquired with the Judicial Bureau as to the process of requesting and 

receiving copies of tickets issued, by a certain officer within a certain 

timeframe.  I was told to send my request to JB operations manager  

  I sent her an e-mail request for tickets received at their office written 

by  for 4-27-2019 and 11-22-2019 

 

• I spoke with GHSP grant coordinator  who told me that he’d 

retrieve Chief  activity reports from 7-1-2018 through 12-31-2019, and 

provide information related to how many overtime hours he was paid.  

 

6-5-2020 

• I conducted a non-recorded phone conversation with City Manager  

 and there is a separate interview report on file with this case.  He 

offered to provide payroll information and paystubs to me.   

• After e-mailing him additional requests including seeking clarification on 4 
documents that appear to be redacted to some degree ( PDF 12 pages 5-8 ), and 
different codes written on his timesheet, I received a message back from 

  He clarified that he would seek the timesheet ( PDF 12 page 8 ) from 
his payroll department, in an effort to find a copy that did not have a sticker 
placed over it.  We decided that he would not seek copies of PDF 12 5-7, as he 
would need to ask for it from the police department, thus raising suspicion.  I 
agreed that I would seek these from GHSP.   provided a copy of PDF 
12, page 8 (  timesheet for week ending 5-25-19) that did not have a 
sticker.  Under the sticker it denoted overtime hours worked on a Saturday for 
13.5 hours for an assault.   I noticed “not GHSP” written on the version 
provided in the FOIA, as if to explain that the worked hours for the assault 
were not relevant to the FOIA request.   
 

•  addressed PDF 12 page 1 (with the number crossed off and replaced 
with 5), telling me “PDF 12: Page 1: I do not know what is with all the strike out and 
fill in of numbers. Most likely, the treasurer/payroll clerk made these edits. “S” and 
“POED” are pay codes that the payroll clerk would use, not  Most likely, there 
was ambiguity on the timesheet, the payroll clerk called  to clarify, and changes 
were made by the payroll clerk to the time card. Its hard for me to understand what 
happened here specifically though.” 
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•  identified “POED” as a payroll code (not written by  but by a 

payroll employee) as an acronym for Police Outside Extra Duty.   

6-8-2020 

• I asked  to help me determine if  was paid 

overtime for hours worked 11-22-2019 and 4-27-2019.  The November hours 

(1.5 from 1000-1130) are being questioned as Chief  was speaking at the 

 during this time frame however submitted a GHSP sheet 

claiming overtime and having written a traffic ticket.  Spillman and Judicial 

Bureau shows no record of this ticket being issued.  The April hours (4-27-

2019 1100-1700) are being questioned as the FOIA request yielded a GHSP 

officer’s activity report completed by Chief  that included his hours 

overtime rate and total amount of overtime, however a correlating timesheet 

shows he did not submit those overtime hours for pay on 4-27-2019.   

 

• I received three PDF’s from   One that showed  was paid for 

1.5 hours of overtime during the pay-period containing 11-22-2019, one that 

showed he was NOT paid for overtime during the pay-period that includes 4-

27-2019, and one PDF that included all pay information for his entire tenure at 

PD.   

 

 

• Using the full PDF of  prior pay information I determined that he 

was paid for 5 hours overtime during the pay-period that included 4-29-2019, 

the date he had an officer’s activity sheet for only one hour, and his timesheet 

had a number crossed out (likely a 2) with a “5” hand-written in.   

6-9-2020 

• Using the Spillman system, I wanted to compare the logged warnings and 

tickets for  PD officers other than Chief  to see if entries for 

tickets and warnings were reflective of just his activity or reflective of the 

entire agency.  For comparison I checked  (radio call number 

M , CAD officer number ), who I was told was in a full-time position 

with GHSP at  PD.  I saw that he had no warnings issued under his 

name, however had numerous tickets entered during the timeframe between 6-

1-2018 through 12-31-2019.   most recently entered VCVC as of 6-9-2020 

was 6-3-2020, and his most recent motor vehicle stop was 6-5-2020.  **Update 

regarding written warnings on 6-23-2020.  I ran written warnings in the 

Spillman system for  and it now shows many entered and up to 
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date.  It is unknown why I was unable to see these warnings when I searched 

on 6-9-2020.   

 

• I emailed  with follow-up questions related to his knowledge 

of PD documenting stops that do not result in tickets being entered, if they 

have an admin clerk, and if he talked to Chief  about working extra 

overtime details when  began working there in January 2020, as I 

noticed  POED stopped at the end of December 2019.   wrote 

back explaining that when he started with City of  he met with 

members of PD and the topic of GHSP was discussed, but the use of 

overtime was not a topic of conversation which he could recall.  He also told 

me that they have a part time admin clerk for paperwork.  He was not familiar 

with how PD enters or tracks warnings.      

 

 

• I contacted Captain Scott commander for VSP’s Fair and Impartial Policing 

with questions related to data tracking.  Captain Scott referred me to a website: 

http://www.crgvt.org/tsrd-downloads-838295-574074.html.  This shows data as 

recent as 2018 related to reporting of traffic stops.   PD was not 

“clickable” and there was an asterisk beside it, as were other agencies.  As per 

Captain Scott, I contacted    asking about the 

lack of data provided for agencies not clickable with an asterisk.  Captain Scott 

confirmed that violations of the statute related to compliance with race data 

tracking (20 VSA 2366 (e) (1) are not criminally enforced and referred to the 

Attorney General’s office.  Captain Scott also told me that there is no part of 

the law requiring a motor vehicle operator receive in hand, a written warning 

however all Vermont police agencies are required by this statute to somehow 

track enforcement actions taken when tickets are not issued.    

 

• From communicating with  and clicking around the large spreadsheet of 

data that contains municipal police departments such as  PD, I 

eventually determined that PD in fact has their warnings with race tracking 

data on record with the database.  2018 is the most current year available, and 

it shows 1441 total written warnings entered for PD in 2018.   

 

6-10-2020 

• I spoke with Lt. Eric Albright and was asked to expand the scope of my 

investigation to include all GHSP / overtime activity by Chief  for a 

two-year time period, thus beginning 6-1-2018 through to present time.  I 
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looked at PDF 1, page 1 of the documents provided to me by Sheriff  

and found that it included timesheets beginning July 1, 2018.   

 

• I contacted  and requested timesheets from June 1 2018 – July 1 

2018.   

 

• I contacted  and asked that he add to my current and pending 

request, to also provide a full 2 years of Chief  GHSP submitted 

sheets. 

 

6-11-2020 

• I received June and July 2018  timesheets from    

6-12-2020 

• I received a spreadsheet with overtime hours paid to  to GHSP, and a 

Word document listing which hours Chief  claimed to have worked.  I 

compared the information he provided with what my findings were, listed 

below in a section titled: “Analysis of GHSP’s report of overtime hours 

worked by  compared to my documents”. 

 

• When I noticed instances of  getting paid for overtime on dates that 

GHSP reported not paying  I asked  about possible 

scenarios to explain this.  He suggested I contact Lt. Daley at VSP  

as he may be familiar with other contracts (such as individual towns) that PD 

may contract with.  I spoke with Lt. Daley who told me that he and Sgt. 

McNamara are aware of PD only having a town contract with Town of 

, possibly starting as recently as this year.  I narrowed down 3 dates 

where  was paid for POED, but GHSP does not have documentation of 

their agency paying him.  I sent these 3 dates (6-6-2018, 12-14-2018, and 12-15-

2018) to  for review.   

 

• I received a PDF file consisting of 21 pages, 21 officer’s activity sheets 

submitted to GHSP by  for the timeframe of 6-1-2018 through to 

present.  I will compare these sheets with those that I received from Sheriff 

 FOIA request, in a section of this report titled “Comparison of 

GHSP officer’s activity report” 

 

• I spoke with AAG John Waszak about this case, giving him a brief overview.  

He asked that I obtain any documents from GHSP that outline the rules for 
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what activities are acceptable for GHSP overtime.  I sent this request to  

  White provided 3 documents governing the rules spanning the 3 fiscal 

years encompassed into the scope of this investigation.  They were added to 

the case.  They are entitled “  Grant Agreement” FFY 2018, 2019, 2020.     

 

• On this date I also did a one-drive file share with my investigation thus far, 

with AAG Waszak. 

 

• On this date I narrowed down 3 instances of overtime paid to  

categorized as “POED”, and which he reported as GHSP, however GHSP  

 had no record of receiving officer’s activity sheets and did not think 

 / City of  paid for those overtime hours.  These hours were 

listed in my 2 year back check, and are: 6-6-2018 (5 hours), 12-14-2018 (8.5 

hours), and 12-15-18 (7.5 hours).  As mentioned in other parts of my 

investigation, these dates were questioned as Sheriff  FOIA 

paperwork did not include officer’s activity sheets for the two December dates.  

When  provided me the copies of GHSP activity sheets they had on 

file as received from  there was no record of 12-15-18, 12-14-18 or 6-6-18.  

I inquired with the city manager about this, and he brought in the city’s 

payroll / treasurer to help answer question, and she was made aware that this 

was a confidential matter.  I asked for any details / documents they had 

relevant to overtime worked on these 3 dates. 

 

6-15-2020 

• I received forwarded e-mails from city manager   They 

included back and forth between Sheriff  and City staff, trying to 

figure out who towed a car over the weekend, upon the owner’s request.  In a 

response, Sheriff  wrote: “  Get you facts straight,  called to have 

the vehicle towed.  If the city of  needs to have communication with me or the Sheriff’s 

Department. It needs to go through the Mayor until the criminal investigations into you and 

 are done with.  DO NOT CONTACT ME AGAIN! Sheriff  “ 

 

• Based on this,  asked me if he was in fact under investigation.  I told 

him that I wasn’t investigating him and was not aware of him being the target 

of an investigation.  The email chain was forwarded to the AAG any my 

supervisor.   
 

 

• I received an email back from  with the payroll office.  She provided 3 

GHSP officer’s activity sheets that she had on file, for the December 2018 dates 
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in question, but not the 6-6-18, instead she provided one for 5-30-18 which was 

not within the scope of my investigation.   also told me that according to 

her records 6-6-18 was a click it or ticket event, and the 2 December dates were 

speed enforcement, all GHSP.  I wrote back asking to double check page 1, as 

it was an officer’s activity sheet for 5-30-18 and not 6-6-18. 

6-16-2020 

• I sent a follow-up request to the city treasurer asking for any documents their 

office has on file for 6-6-18 for Chief  5.5 hours of overtime he was paid. 

 

• I asked GHSP  to specify if his office / program felt that Chief 

 working 8.5 hours of overtime to attend a conference on a Monday 

during a work week in October 2019 was a fraudulent act.  I was told that they 

were not looking at this matter as fraudulent if  either took vacation or 

worked the hours on a different day.  They would internally address the 

matter of the conference being an acceptable reason for using GHPS overtime 

hours.   

 

• I received confirmation from  payroll that they have no record of a 

GHSP activity sheet for 6-6-2018 and believe that it may have been paid by 

another source.  I asked that they seek confirmation or clarity on this matter 

before I close it.  I received a PDF showing 5.5 hours overtime billed to  

.  I noticed the date on the 5.5 hours of overtime worked by 

Chief  was 6-11-2018 not 6-6-2018 so I asked city payroll to clarify the 

differing dates.  I was told that 6-11-2018 is the first Monday after the hours 

were worked and it is believed that 6-11-2018 is the date of billing.  Based on 

this additional information and proof that an excavation and paving company 

paid the city for Chief  time, coupled with a radio history that shows 

him signing on for a traffic detail, I have concluded this is not fraudulent. 

    

• I received a copy of  GHSP officer’s activity sheet for 12-28-2018 from 

 pay-roll division, which completed my check into his actions on 

that date. 

 

6-17-2020 

• I asked the judicial bureau for tickets issued by  in the week leading up 

to 11-22-2019 in a continued effort to determine if he issued a portable 

electronics violation in the days leading up to 11-22-2019 to figure out if he 

made an error in the date on the GHSP officer’s activity sheet.  
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• I e-mailed  and identified myself as the investigator in this case and 

asked that he call me to arrange for an interview.   

 

6-18-2020 

• Initially I set up an interview with  for 6-19-2020 at his office.  He then 

called back and specified that the city manager wanted an attorney present, 

and it was later arragned that the interview would take place on Monday June 

22nd, 11 AM at  City Hall.   

6-22-2020 

• I met with  and a city attorney at  City Hall.  I conducted a 

recorded and sworn interview, and a separate interview report was completed.  

In summary, I presented 3 packets of documents that relate to 3 separate 

concerns / questions I found during my investigation.  I provided him copies 

of these documents (they all consisted of his timesheets, GHSP sheets, and 

pay-roll data which he would be entitled to.  The following are the 3 concerns 

(and correlating paperwork locations) I shared with  the following: 

 

➢ My attention was drawn to your work activities in April 2019.  I noticed 

your timesheet for 4-29-2019 had (what appeared to be) a 2 typed in, crossed 

out, with a “5” written in.  You submitted GHSP activity sheets for a total 

of 2 hours 4-29-2019, not 5.  During the previous pay-period you claimed no 

GHSP worked on 4-11-2019, despite the presence of a GHSP activity sheet 

for 3 hours overtime, and GHSP has record of you being paid for 3 hours 

overtime worked on 4-11-2019.  Can you please clarify this situation? 

(documents provided were: pages 238 and 240 pay-data PDF, PDF 10 page 2 

activity sheet, PDF 10 page 5 timesheet, PDF 12 page 1 timesheet). 

 

➢ Sheriff  reviewed the forms provided in his FOIA request, and 

observed an officer’s activity sheet dated 4-27-2019, which I also looked it.  

It claimed proactive work that day from 1100-1700.  It reports that you 

issued 6 tickets, 4 warnings from 10 traffic stops.  There is no record of 

these stops occurring, nor is there record of tickets with judicial bureau.  

GHSP does not have record of this sheet being filed with them, your 

timesheet does not claim overtime for this date, and your pay data does not 

reflect being paid for these hours.  Can you please clarify this situation? 

(documents provided were: PDF 10 Page 14 timesheet, PDF 11, page 2 

activity sheet, page 239 pay-data PDF). 
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2-year backcheck of Chief  GHSP 

hours 
I began to review the pay detail records provided by City of  for the 

past 2 years (June 2018 – June 2020).  I also referred to documents provided by 

Sheriff  that he received in his FOIA request.  In general, these 

documents were from July 2018 onward.  Previously I only examined the 

allegations and concerns brought up by Sheriff  in his report to the 

AG’s office.  I was then asked by my chain of command to conduct my own 

full 2 year back check of  overtime payments.  Due to my observations 

of Chief  not using Spillman radio log system to accurately track his 

activities coupled with the City Manager telling me that he does not require 

Chief  to keep such records, I have not closely examined the on-duty / 

off-duty times in Chief  radio log to compare with the hours he wrote 

on his GHSP officer’s activity sheet.  I merely looked to see that proactive 

motor vehicle work was occurring on the dates he claimed overtime pay.  

Proactive work in the radio log is evidenced by traffic stops, license plate 

checks, and driver license status checks.  If I do not list a pay-period ending 

date in the below arrow-points, that means Chief  was not paid for 

POED in that corresponding paycheck. 

 

➢ Pay-period ending 6-2-18 shows 4 hours POED overtime paid for a total of 

$199.04.  A check of the correlating timesheet shows 4 GHSP hours worked 

on 5-30-2018 thus is not within the scope of my investigation and will not 

be further examined.   

   

➢ Pay-period ending 6-9-18 showed 5.5 hours POED overtime paid for a total 

of $273.68.  The correlating timesheet shows 5.5 hours of something related 

to “driving” worked on 6-6-18 with a messy handwritten note within the 

timesheet itself and “5.5 POED OT” under the timesheet in hand.   

has a radio log entry denoting a traffic detail on 6-6-18 on  

, beginning at 0803 and ending at 1400.  A check of warnings 

issued on this date from PD shows 2, but were not within 0803-1400 

timeframe; one was issued at 1520 and one at 1557. A check of tickets issued 

by Chief  in Spillman revealed none.  **GHSP sheet for these hours 

were not included in Sheriff  FOIA packet, and I requested / 

received all GHSP copies of  activity sheets.  There was none for 

this date on file.  I inquired with city payroll and it was determined that 

these overtime hours were paid by a paving / excavating company, and this 

was not fraudulent.     
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➢ Pay-period ending 7-7-2018 showed 4 hours POED overtime paid for a total 

of $207.68 (PDF 1, Page 1).  A GHSP officer’s activity sheet for 7-3-2018 

(PDF 1, Page 2) shows 4 hours overtime worked (1300-1700).  Radio history 

reflects motor vehicle stops on this date.   

 

➢ Pay-period ending 12-8-18 shows 8 hours POED overtime paid for a total 

amount of $415.36.  As previously stated above, Chief  submitted a 

timesheet with no overtime hours (PDF 6 Page 1) but there is a note for 12-

7-2018, to see attached GHSP sheet.  PDF 6 Page 2 shows an officer’s 

activity sheet for 8 hours overtime, and  radio history shows motor 

vehicle stops were conducted during this timeframe.  I did not receive an 

explanation from the City Manager regarding no hours listed for “grant” on 

the 7th of December, the correlating note, and the handwritten “8 hours 

POED”, however as I stated above, this does not appear fraudulent. 

   

➢ Pay-period ending 12-15-18 shows 16 hours POED paid for a total of 

$830.72.  His submitted timesheet (PDF 6 Page 5) shows 8.5 hours overtime 

on 12-14-18 and 7.5 hours on 12-15-18, for a total of 16 hours.  Radio log 

entries show proactive motor vehicle work conducted on those dates.  As 

noted in Sheriff  report for the AG’s office (paragraph 31) there 

are no officer’s activity sheets included for these dates.  To follow-up on 

the concerns brought about by overtime paid on 12-14 and 12-15-18 that did 

not include GHSP officer’s activity sheets, I noted that the Word document 

provided by  GHSP did not list 12-14-18 or 12-15-18 as instances 

of  getting paid by GHSP over the past 2 years.  The PDFs 

containing all GHSP officer’s activity sheets submitted to GHSP from 

 also did not contain sheets from those dates.  I sought clarification 

from city payroll for   I was provided copies of GHSP officer’s 

activity sheets that were on file with the city, for both of those dates and 

confirmation that  overtime hours were paid by GHSP for these 2 

dates.  It is unknown why GHSP does not have these sheets on file.  I put 

 and city payroll in touch via e-mail if they wanted to figure this 

out.  Documents provided to me by city payroll that show  

submitted an officer’s activity sheet, coupled with numerous radio log 

entries showing proactive motor vehicle work conducted by Chief  

leads me to believe the concerns with 12-14-18 and 12-15-2018 have been 

addressed and this was not fraudulent.   
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➢ Pay-period ending 12-29-2018 shows 6.5 hours POED for a total payment of 

$337.48.  PDF 6 Page 14 is the timesheet for this pay-period.  It lists no 

hours of overtime worked, but there is a handwritten note stating “6 ½ 

POED OT”.  There was no GHSP officer’s activity sheet provided with the 

original FOIA request for any dates between 12-23 and 12-29-2018 (the dates 

within this pay-period).  A check of Chief  radio history shows 

proactive motor vehicle work on 12-28-2018.  There was no officer’s activity 

sheet on file with GHSP, I inquired with city payroll for their records for 

overtime during this timeframe.  Payroll located and provided an officer’s 

activity sheet for 12-28-2018.  I do not know why city payroll has a copy of 

the activity sheet but GHSP does not.  For matters like this, I put  

 GHSP and city payroll in touch via email if they wanted to sort that 

out, but this does not appear to be fraudulent.       

 

➢ Pay-period ending 2-16-19 shows 14.5 hours of POED for a total payment of 

$752.84.  PDF 8 Page 2 shows the timesheet submitted for this pay-period.  

Chief  lists 5.5 hours of grant on 2-14, 5.5 on 2-15, and 3.5 on 2-16-

2019.  There are GHSP officer’s activity sheets provided (PDF 8, pages 3, 6, 

and 8).  A check of  radio log entries shows proactive motor vehicle 

work on 2-14 and 2-15, but not on 2-16-19.  On his officer’s activity sheet for 

2-16-2019 it shows all 3.5 hours were worked for “briefing, scheduling and 

paperwork”.  Being that Chief  is not bound by anyone to make 

radio log entries, and 3.5 hours of briefing, scheduling, and paperwork is 

ambiguously worded, this does not appear fraudulent.   

 

 

➢ Pay-period ending 2-23-2019 shows 7.5 hours POED overtime with a total 

payment of $389.40.  PDF 8 page 22 is the timesheet for this pay-period and 

shows  put in for 5.5 hours grant overtime on 2-21, and 2 hours on 2-

22-2019.  PDF 8 pages 20 and 21 show his officer’s daily activity sheet for 

these dates and a check of his radio log shows proactive motor vehicle 

work on these dates.   It should be noted that GHSP  located an 

instance of duplicate hours paid to  in his submitted word 

document.  He noticed 2 officer’s activity sheets submitted for 2-22-2019, 

one for 0930-1200 (2.5 hours PDF 8 page 19) and one for 1000-1200 (PDF 8 

page 20 for 2 hours).  Being that  was only paid for 7.5 hours in this 

pay-period and despite duplicate sheets submitted, it appears he was only 

paid for 5.5 hours worked on 2-21-19, and 2 hours on 2-22-2019, NOT the 

additional sheet for 2.5 hours.  This does not appear to be fraudulent. 
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➢ Pay-period ending 3-2-2019 shows 2.5 hours POED overtime paid with a 

total payment of $129.80.  PDF 8 Page 25 is the correlating timesheet, 

showing  reported 2.5 hours of grant hours worked 2-24-2019, and a 

note written at the bottom “2.5 POED OT”.  PDF 8 Page 26 shows a GHSP 

officer’s activity report for 2-24-2019, claiming 2.5 hours of “briefing, 

scheduling, and paperwork”.   has no radio log entries for 2-24-19.   

Being that Chief  is not bound by anyone to make radio log entries, 

and 2.5 hours of briefing, scheduling, and paperwork is ambiguously 

worded, this does not appear fraudulent.    

 

 

➢ Pay-period ending 3-9-2019 shows 2 hours POED overtime with a total 

payment of $103.84.  PDF 9 Page 1 is the correlating timesheet, showing 

 claimed 2 hours of grant worked 3-8-19.  PDF 9 Page 6 is a GHSP 

officer’s daily activity sheet completed by  claiming 2 hours worked 

from 1500-1700 on 3-8-2019.   radio log shows proactive patrol on 

that date.   

 

➢ Pay-period ending 5-4-2019 shows 5 hours of POED overtime paid for a 

total amount of $259.60.  As thoroughly discussed in previous sections of 

this report, PDF 12 Page 1 shows an unknown number (probably a 2) 

crossed out with “5” written by hand on  timesheet in grant 

section of hours worked 4-29-2019.  There is also a handwritten note 

“POED OT: 5” in what looks to me like different handwriting and a 

different darkness tone.  PDF 10 Page 15 shows 1 hour (0730-0830) worked 

on an officer’s activity sheet.  PDF 11 Page 1 shows a GHSP officer’s 

activity sheet claiming 1-hour overtime worked on 4-29-2019 from 1500 – 

1600.  He claimed one motor vehicle stop and one ticket issued for 

“portable electronic devices”.  A check of  radio history shows he 

conducted a stop at 1535 on VT , and ran a license check on 

 DOB .  According to Spillman radio logs,  

signed off from duty at 1726.  Spillman also shows  was issued 

ticket #  for a cell phone related violation.  A check of  

driver license status shows she is a valid operator with no convictions.  On 

6-11-2020, I contacted  from the Judicial Bureau to provide 

details about the ticket and the outcome that lead to  not being 

convicted of the violation.  I received an autoreply stating that  will 

be back on 6-15-2020.  All observed activity and documents related to 4-29-

2019 is reflective of 2 hours overtime worked, NOT 5.  I noticed that in the 

previous pay-period (which included 4-11-2019), Chief  submitted a 

GHSP officer’s activity sheet for 3 hours for a “press conference” but did 
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not claim his 3 hours overtime on his city timesheet.   GHSP has record of 

paying Chief  for 3 hours overtime for hours worked 4-11-19.     I 

believe Chief  forgot to add the 3 hours in the correct pay-period 

and had it added by hand on the next pay period.  GHSP reported a total of 

5 hours overtime paid to  in April 2019, matching the total hours he 

claims to have worked.  I believe this matter has been resolved and is not 

fraud.  When interviewed and presented with this situation, Chief  

did not have a specific memory of this situation.     

 

➢ Pay-period ending 5-11-2019 shows 2 hours POED was paid for a total of 

$103.84.  PDF 12 Page 3 is the correlating timesheet and shows  

claimed 2 hours of grant on 5-10-2019 with a handwritten note “POED-OT 

2”.  PDF 12 Page 10 is  officer daily activity report for 5-10-2019, 

claiming 2 hours of overtime worked 1600-1800.  A check of his radio log 

entries shows proactive enforcement work occurring on this date.  

 

 

➢ Pay-period ending 5-25-19 shows 14 hours POED worked with a total 

payment of $726.88.  PDF 12 Page 8 is the correlating timesheet and shows 

 claimed 9.5 grant hours on 5-20-2019 and 4.5 grant hours on 5-21-

2019.  PDF 12 Page 20 is the officer’s activity sheet for 5-20-2019, on which 

 reported that he worked 0530 – 1300 (7.5 hours) which included 2.5 

hours of patrol, .5 hours of “briefing, scheduling, and paperwork”, and 3.5 

hours of other “assist  at PD processing” (handwritten at the bottom).  

I checked  radio history and it showed that he signed on at 0530 for 

a CIOT (click it or ticket) detail.  I checked cases for  PD on 5-20-

2019 and found  (  had a DUI case started on 5-20-2019 at 

0943.  Also on 5-20-2019,  completed another officer’s activity report 

for 2 hours GHSP worked (PDF 12 Page 13).  He reported working 1600-

1800.  A check of  radio history shows proactive work during this 

timeframe.   submitted 2 officer’s activity reports for his hours 

worked on 5-21-2019 (PDF 12, pages 14 and 15).  He reported hours worked 

0700-1000 and 1030 – 1200).  Radio log entries show  engaged in 

proactive work during this timeframe.   

 

➢ Pay-period ending 7-13-2019 shows  was paid for 5.5 hours POED 

overtime for a total of $293.87.  PDF 14 Page 2 is the correlating timesheet 

which shows 5.5 hours of grant on 7-12-2019, and in the note section it says: 

“Grant 1300-1800 GPM”.  At the bottom in other handwriting and lightness 

tone it says “5.5 POED – OT”.  PDF 14 Page 3 is the GHSP sheet for 7-12-19.  

The bottom is cut off, but it claims hours were worked 1300 – 1830 and 5.5 
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of those hours were for patrol.  The cut off section would show 

miscellaneous hours such as briefing, scheduling and paperwork.   A check 

of  radio log and tickets entered into the system / Judicial bureau 

shows proactive enforcement occurring on this date.  It was determined 

that there was no evidence of fraudulent activity on 7-12-2019.   

 

 

➢ Pay-period ending 9-7-2019 shows  was paid for 7.5 hours of POED 

with a total payment of $400.73.  In the notes section of the corresponding 

timesheet (PDF16 Page 1) it shows the 7.5 hours of grant worked on 9-7-

2019 was for “    Using a Google search, I found 

an article about the   occurring on 9-7-2019.  

  

➢ Pay-period ending 11-2-2019 shows  was paid for 8.5 hours of 

overtime for a total payment of $454.16.   PDF 17 Page 5 is the 

corresponding timesheet and it shows 8.5 grant hours worked on 10-28-19. 

with a note “GHSP grant 0800-1630” and at the bottom of the timesheet 

“GHSP – OT 8.5”.  PDF 17 page 9 is an officer’s activity sheet for 10-28-2019, 

which claims 8.5 hours overtime for a conference.  I could not identify the 

acronym before the word “conference” because Chief  signed over 

it.  I sent a snip of this sheet back to  asking if he could identify 

the conference.  A google search for “Vermont conference 10-28-19” reveals 

a National Transportation Safety Conference occurred in Burlington VT on 

10-28-2019.  A check of his total hours worked during that pay-period does 

total 40; and  reports extra hours worked that week.  I specifically 

addressed this type of scenario when I spoke with City manager  

 I asked if it was acceptable for  to adjust his regular 

working hours at will, without notifying  or having such activity 

approved.  He confirmed that  is paid for a 40-hour work week 

automatically.  I did NOT specifically address my findings of his hours 

worked 10-28-19, and it should be noted that  was NOT city 

manager in October 2019, as per his statement.  This situation warranted 

further review, in that a salaried police chief, even if regularly paid for a 40-

hour work week regardless of hours reported, was paid for 8.5 hours 

overtime for a conference that occurred on a Monday morning.  As it was 

further reviewed, I learned that GHSP would not consider this fraudulent 

if Chief  made the hours up within the week or took vacation time 

to attend the conference.  Also, GHSP specified that Chief  needed 

to have worked the GHSP hours he was putting in for.  Chief  

radio history reflects that he signed on that day for training at 0708 hours, 

then off duty at 1745.  This is reflective of approximately 10.5 hours 
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worked.  His timesheet (PDF 17 page 5) shows a total of 48.5 hours worked 

that week, accounting for a 40-hour work week and 8.5 hours overtime.  

Based on these details coupled with GHSP’s requirements to consider this 

fraud, this is not considered fraudulent.   

 

➢ Pay-period ending 11-23-19 shows 1.5 hours overtime worked with a total 

payment of $80.15.  This represents the 11-22-2019 hours paid to Chief 

 while at the .  This matter was originally 

concerning and thoroughly investigated.  There is nothing on the officer’s 

daily activity sheet for 11-22-2019 that reflects his  at the  was 

somehow related to GHSP.  The GHSP provided officer’s activity sheet has 

“Main Street  handwritten into it, which is absent from the 

copy I was provided, and looks like different penmanship.  In the 

supervisor signature section, it appears to be signed by patrolman  

 who I was told oversees the program for PD but is obviously not 

Chief  supervisor.   As previously explained,  stop on the 

prior day (11-21-2019 leads me to believe that he worked the GHSP 1.5 

hours the day before and wrote the wrong date down on his GHSP sheet 

and timesheet.  During an interview with Chief  he could not 

remember specifically but did not think he’d stop a car while in his dress 

uniform and agreed that this could be a matter of putting down the wrong 

date for GHSP worked.   

 

 

➢ Pay-period ending 11-30-2019 shows  was paid for 3.5 hours POED 

with total payment of $187.01.  PDF 18 page 6 is the corresponding 

timesheet and  listed 3.5 hours of grant pay on 11-27-19, there is a 

note “GHSP 1030 – 1130 / 1330 – 1600.  A check of  radio history 

shows proactive motor vehicle enforcement on this date.  This was the last 

pay-period that showed Chief  was paid for POED, the last and 

most recent pay information was pay-period ending 5-30-2020.   
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Analysis of GHSP’s Word document of overtime 

hours worked by  (titled “Special Inquiry 

Jesse Robson”), as compared to documents that I 

examined: 

June 2018: 

• GHSP reports no hours were paid to   My records showed he was 

paid for 5 overtime hours for work on 6-6-18 (no correlating GHSP sheet) 

and a note on his timesheet referring to a traffic detail. This was eventually 

determined to be hours paid by another entity, and supporting documents 

are on file.   

July 2018: 

• GHSP reports 4 hours worked on 7-3-18, same as my findings.   

August – November 2018: 

• No hours reported by GHSP, same as my findings 

 

December 2018:   

•  from GHSP reported that they only paid  for 8 hours 

GHSP overtime, reported as worked December 7th, same as my findings. 

 

• My records indicate that Chief  also claimed 16 hours of GHSP 

overtime (8.5 hours on 12-14-18 and 7.5 hours on 12-15-18).  Notes on his 

timesheet specify this was GHSP overtime.  There were no accompanying 

officer’s activity reports for these dates provided in the FOIA packet.  

 was paid $830.72 for these 16 hours, however  from 

GHSP did not have the activity sheets on file and did not report these dates 

as paid by GHSP.  Radio log entries show proactive motor vehicle work on 

12-14 and 12-15-2018 by Chief  I inquired with  City 

manager to consult with payroll on this.  This was thoroughly explored and 

determined that it was not fraud; city payroll had officer’s activity reports 

on file for those dates.  It is unknown why GHSP did not have them or why 

were not included with the FOIA packet.  GHSP and city payroll were put 

in contact with each other if they wanted to sort this out, but it does not 

appear fraudulent.   
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• Pay-period ending 12-29-2018 shows 6.5 hours POED for a total payment of 

$337.48.  It lists no hours of overtime worked, but there is a handwritten 

note stating “6 ½ POED OT”.  There was no GHSP officer’s activity sheet 

provided with the original FOIA request for any dates between 12-23 and 

12-29-2018 (the dates within this pay-period).  A check of Chief  

radio history shows proactive motor vehicle work on 12-28-2018.   

 has no history of  being paid by GHSP for these hours. I 

inquired with  City manager to consult with payroll on this.  I 

sought an explanation of payment from city payroll and was provided with 

an officer’s activity report for 12-28-2018 that they had on file.  As noted in 

the paragraph above, this is not fraudulent.   

 

January 2019: 

•  reported no overtime activity from  same as my 

findings. 

February 2019: 

• GHSP reports 5.5 hours worked on 2-14-19, same as my findings. 

• GHSP reports 5.5 hours worked on 2-15-19, same as my findings. 

• GHSP reports 3.5 hours worked on 2-16-19, same as my findings.  

• GHSP reports 5.5 hours worked on 2-21-19, same as my findings. 

• GHSP reports 2 hours worked on 2-22-19.  Word document 

also referenced an apparent duplication of hours submitted in February 

2019.  On his end he received 2 sheets for 2-22-2019, one for 2 hours worked 

and one for 2.5 hours but within the same timeframe.  I checked my files 

and found that  reported 2 hours on 2-22-19 and 2.5 hours on 2-24-19.  

His 2-24-19 activity sheet showed one number written over another.  I 

reported this to  Details surrounding how these hours were 

reported and paid are listed below in the 2 year back check. (Likely a 

mistake in dates, and pay reflects  was not overpaid as compared to 

the hours he worked) 

March 2019: 

• GHSP reports 2 hours worked on 3-8-2019, same as my findings 

 

 

April 2019:  

• GHSP reports 3 hours overtime worked 4-11-2019.  I viewed an officer’s 

activity sheet for a 3 hour “press conference” included with the FOIA 
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packet provided to Sheriff  but as we both independently noted, 

Chief  did not claim 3 hours overtime on his timesheet.  The pay 

data for the pay period that includes 4-11-2019, does not show that he was 

paid overtime.  Comparison shows that the GHSP activity sheet for 4-11-

2019 was PDF 12 Page 6 of my FOIA packet, and one of the sheets with the 

top and bottom cut off.  These 3 hours likely account for the 3 added 

overtime hours as described in the next paragraph.   

 

• GHSP reports 2 hours worked 4-29-19.  My findings showed that Chief 

 submitted a timesheet with one number (possibly a 2) crossed out 

and “5” was handwritten in for GHSP overtime on 4-29-2019.  His officer’s 

activity sheets reported one hour worked from 0730 to 0830 and one hour 

from 1500-1600.  His radio log reflects one hour of proactive motor vehicle 

worked, but also shows he signed on at 0714 that day.  His radio history 

showed going 10-8 from the office at 1503, stopping one car at 1535, running 

a license, clearing and signing off for the day at 1726.  GHSP reported to me 

that  claimed 2 hours work that day, 0700-0800 and 1500-1600.    

 pay data reflects that he was paid for 5 hours overtime totaling 

$259.60.   The added 3 hours likely represents the 3 hours that GHSP has 

record of paying Chief  for hours worked 4-11-2019, however Chief 

 timesheet that includes 4-11-2019, shows he did not put in for 

these hours.   His total hours paid by GHSP for April 2019 is 5 according to 

GHSP and is supported by his pay data.  When interviewed and presented 

with this situation, Chief  did not have a specific memory of this 

situation.   

 

May 2019 

• GHSP reports 2 hours worked on 5-10-2019, same as my findings 

• GHSP reports 9.5 hours on 5-20-2019, same as my findings 

• GHSP reported 4.5 hours on 5-21-2019, same as my findings 

June 2019 

• GHSP reports no hours from  this month, same as my findings 

July 2019 

• GHSP reports 5.5 hours worked 7-12-2019, same as my findings 

August & September 2019 

• GHSP reports no hours worked, same as my findings 
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October 2019 

• GHSP reports 8.5 hours worked on 10-28-2019, same as my findings.  It was 

flagged by GHSP due to this being a conference on a Monday morning, 

and  advised that he expects a police chief to be working regular 

shift at that time, but also said this may be a reflection of how the Chief 

structures his own work week.  This was thoroughly examined and noted 

above.  GHSP reports that they are not seeing this as fraudulent but will 

internally address the appropriateness of GHSP hours worked for this 

conference.   

 

November 2019:  

• GHSP reports 1.5 hours on 11-22-2019, same as my findings.  This was the 

 day, thoroughly addressed above and determined not 

to fraudulent. 

 

• GHSP reports 3.5 hours worked on 11-27-2019, same as my findings. 

**GHSP reports no additional overtime hours on file with their office, same as my 

findings.   

 

Comparison of GHSP officer’s activity reports 

I requested and was provided all GHSP officer’s activity sheets submitted to GHSP 

by  PD.  These were provided to me on 6-12-2020, consisting of 21 total 

pages, which were 21 officer’s activity sheets.  My comparison / analysis follows: 

• GHSP PDF 1 (7-3-18) matches FOIA PDF 1 page 2.  I noticed that the hourly 

rate of pay and total salary were added to the GHSP version.  It is also an exact 

match to PDF 1 Page 17 

 

• GHSP PDF 2 (12-7-18) matches FOIA PDF 6 Page 2 and I saw no differences 

 

• GHSP PDF 3 (2-14-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 17, and I saw no differences  

 

• GHSP PDF 4 (2-15-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 16 and I saw no differences 

 

• GHSP PDF 5 (2-16-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 17 and I saw no differences 

 

• GHSP PDF 6 (2-21-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 21 and I saw no differences 
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• GHSP PDF 7 (2-21-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 20 and I saw no differences 

 

• GHSP PDF 8 (2-22-19) matches FOIA PDF 8 Page 19 and I saw no differences 

 

• GHSP PDF 9 (3-8-19) matches FOIA PDF 9 page 6.  I noticed that the hourly 

rate of pay and total salary were added to the GHSP version. 

 

• GHSP PDF 10 (4-11-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 6 for 4-11-2019 and is one 

of the 3 FOIA documents that had the top and bottom covered. 

 

• GHSP PDF 11 (4-29-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 7, for 4-29-19 and is one of 

the 3 FOIA documents that had the top and bottom covered. 

 

• GHSP PDF 12 (4-29-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 5, for 4-29-2019.  This was 

one of the 3 FOIA documents that had the top and bottom covered. 

 

• GHSP PDF 13 (5-10-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 10, and I saw no 

differences.  

  

• GHSP PDF 14 (5-20-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 12, and I saw no 

differences. 

 

• GHSP PDF 15 (5-20-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 13, and I saw no 

differences.  

  

• GHSP PDF 16 (5-21-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 14, and I saw no 

differences. 

 

• GHSP PDF 17 (5-21-19) matches FOIA PDF 12 page 15 and I saw no 

differences. 

 

• GHSP PDF 18 (7-12-19) matches FOIA PDF 14 page 3.  I saw that the FOIA 

version had the bottom cut off when copied.  I also noticed that the math for 

cruiser mileage did not correctly add up.  The GHSP version had the math 

corrected, and I could see the previously covered bottom portion.  FOIA PDF 

14 page 7 matches the GHSP version completely, including the bottom portion 

and the corrected math.  
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• GHSP PDF 19 (10-28-19) matches FOIA PDF 17 page 9 and I saw no 

differences. 

 

• GHSP PDF 20 (11-22-19) matches FOIA PDF 18 Page 5.  I noticed that the 

version submitted to GHSP has “Main ST  written in a section for 

“areas patrolled (hot spots)”.  In the GHSP version there was also a scribble in 

the supervisor signature area, with rank of “patrolman” and a date of “12-2-

19”.   

 

• GHSP PDF 21 (11-27-2019) matches FOIA PDF 18 Page 7.  The GHSP version is 

a full copy as opposed to the FOIA which had the bottom cut off.  The GHSP 

version has the hourly rate of pay calculated, the patrol location specified, and 

bears the signature of a patrolman in the supervisor section.   

 

 

Summary / Conclusion: 

• I found that Chief  is not bound to the use of his radio to notify of 

his whereabouts, thus his radio log is not truly reflecting of his work.  
  

• He is paid for a 40-hour work week regardless of the number of hours he 

puts in, however is eligible for extra duty overtime in addition to his 40-

hour work week, thus his radio logged on and off duty times are not 

reflective of his actual working hours.   
 

• Chief  has issued tickets that were not entered into the Spillman 

computer system.  Chief  has no warnings entered into the Spillman 

computer system newer than December 2018, a fact that upon learning of it, 

he insisted that he does not know what went wrong with the warnings and 

would try to figure it out.  The Spillman radio log, traffic citation table, and 

warning table are not an accurate reflection of Chief  activities.   
 
• I found and addressed numerous concerns by Sheriff  Sheriff 

 and I, and myself independent of Sheriff  partial 

investigation.  3 of these concerns (explained in depth above) warranted me 

to present documents to Chief  to better explain them.   
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• I found no pattern or instance of fraudulent or criminal activity such as 

requesting and/or being paid for overtime hours without evidence that 

supports he worked those hours.  Nothing follows.   
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I took the following additional investigative actions related to this incident: 

 

8-6-2020 

• AAG John Waszak contacted me regarding this case.  He brought to my 

attention, the April 27th, 2019 GHSP Officers Daily Activity Report (PDF 11 page 

2).  AAG Waszak pointed out that the date beside Chief  signature 

shows that it was signed April of 2018, not 2019.   

• I went into Chief  radio history and observed evidence of proactive 

motor vehicle work on 4-27-2018, including 7 traffic stops which were logged by 

dispatch.  This motor vehicle work fell within the time of day listed on the GHSP 

activity sheet (1100-1700).    

• It should be noted that the GHSP sheet credited  for 10 stops, when his 

radio history logged 7.  Chief  told me that there are times where he has 

not called out his motor vehicle stops over the radio.  Regardless of the 3 stop 

discrepancy between radio log and activity sheet, once I saw the 2018 date by 

Chief  signature, coupled with his radio history that shows proactive 

motor vehicle work, I believe this to be an instance of Chief  writing 2019 

in the top of his activity sheet by accident, and writing the correct date by his 

signature.   

• I submitted this supplemental report to AAG Waszak via e-mail attachment.   
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I took the following additional investigative actions related to this incident: 

 

8-10-2020 

• AAG John Waszak contacted me, seeking additional clarification for GHSP 

officer activity sheet dated 4-11-2019, in which  claimed 3 hours for a 

press conference.  During my interview with , he told me that he had no 

memory of this specifics but would check his e-mails.  This was never re-visited, 

prior to the case being submitted for review. 

• I e-mailed  City Attorney , explaining my additional 

inquiry.  He wrote back later in the day, identifying the event attended by Chief 

.  He went on to provide additional back story / information about  

 and actions  took after a certain grant position was given to 

 PD and not the  County Sheriff Department.   

• The information provided to me from  was forwarded to AAG John 

Waszak.   

8-11-2020 

• I submitted this supplemental report and the full e-mail from  

including my response, as an attachment to AAG John Waszak.   
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